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Clement Blasts
'Big City Papers'

1 c

School Segregation
Causes Insecurity

Gubernatorial Candidate
Frank Clement released a
blast at "big city newspapers"
when he was addressing an estimated 2,000 on the county
courthouse square in Covington
(Tipton County) last Tuesday
night.
The former governor said:
"Memphis newspapers tried to
say that I called out the "Right
To Work Law" in my opening
speech in Gallatin (June 23)."
He added:
"I know I am not going to
get anything out of Memphis'
big newspapers. You people
will have to get out and tell
the other people about me.
Let the big city newspapers
stifle the news. I'll ask no
quarters and I will give no
quarters.
"The people of Tennessee
don't want open shop law
changed and I'll get my share
of labor votes."
Striking at his opponents,
Clement said, "Some would
'have me tear out planks in my
previous platform. Which one
do they want to tear out? The
one which put free text books
in the hands of all children in
public school; the one which
took mortgages off the homes
of the aged; the one which increased teachers' salary? Which
one, oh! which one?"
He said his opponents had
accused him of collecting state
taxes in the name of education
and spending it for something
else while he was governor. He
said he collected $479 million
and spent more than $500 million for education. He said he
spent $3,377,000 on resurfacing
175 miles of roads.
Clement said Tipton County
received $900,000 a year for
education while he was governor. Prior it received $660,000
a year.
1 He won in 94 of the 95 counties during his previous cam- AT THE 'MASTER'S' FEET
paign. He did not carry Car- — In town last Saturday for
roll County.
the annual WDIA Starlight
Revue were the Marvelettes,
a quartette of teenage girls
from Detroit who has:. re
corded the hits, "Please, Mr.

5

Pay TV Started
In Hartford
The world's first large scale
over-the-air subscription television operation had its premier (June 29) over TV station WHCT, Channel 18, Hartford, Conn.
Announcement was made
jointly by Thomas F. O'Neil,
president of RKO General, Inc.,
which owns WHCT; and Joseph
S. Wright, president of Zenith
Radio corporation, developer
of the Phonevision system of
subscription TV used in the
operation.
Newton N. Minims chairman
of the Federal Communications
Commission in a speech last
year said,'We are going to give
the infant pay TV a chance to
prove whether it can offer a
useful service; we are going to
protect it from those who
would strangle it in its crib.'"
The first heavyweight championship fight ever to be seen
on pay TV, will be the Patterson-Liston fight — in Chicago
in September"

Local Negro Students
Are Insecure Because
Of Racial Segregation
By M. L. REID

porch of the school or the
janitor's, home. White schoola
were equipped with gymnasiNegro students in Memphis ums. The first one built for
public schools — particularly Negroes was at Booker T.
those above the fourth grade Washington in 1951.
level — live in a world of "ROTC units were establishthreat — the threat of inse- ed at white schools for years
curity to which the Negro stu- — similar military units —
dent responds by failing to NDCC — were established at
utilize his full intellectual po- Negro schools only two years
tential, said a group of teach- ago. Negro students were denied the use of libraries, and
ers.
T Ii e teachers explained the aid of a librarian or an
"Students on or above the adequate supply of supplefourth grade level first devel- ment reading material. Vocaop this fear — because of inse- tional training subjects are incurity — because that is about adequate. Some students who
the time that they become do not achieve in a liberal arts
aware that they are treated course are advanced to the
different because of their race. next grade because there is no
place to put them. More subRelatives of C. C. Sawyer, They discover that they live
jects should be taught in the
prominent Memphis business- in a society with double stanvocational training area. More
man, were maintaining a close dards."
follow-ups are needed, New
vigil by his bedside in E. H. The delegation of public
areas in skills should be
Crump hospital where he ap- school teachers said:
"If freedom from insecurity taught. More distributive edpeared to be rallying some
is necessary for white students ucation is needed," said the
early this week.
teachers.
The annual election of offiSawyer, 43, was felled by a to achieve, it must be also necThe teachers went on to say
Postman" , fiat. "TlivilitinS1 Horton, Georgeann* John- cers for Autress Russell Post stroke at his home at 1415 S. cessary for Negro students to "Negro
Postman," and Fare ?bey are ston, Catherine Anderson No. 27 of the Americon Legion Parkway east on Tuesday achieve. Their low achisve- tense students are denied instimulation and motivaseen in Handy park on Beale
and Juanita Cowart. Three will be held Tuesday night, night, June 26. about 11 p.m. ment in Memphis public tion from
community, peers or
schools demonstrates what
at the feet of the bronze
of the girls were graduated July 10, at the post headquarlie was carried to the hosparents.
This makes it diffi,stue of W. C. Hand y. from high school this year, ters at 393 Beale, at 8 p. m., pital by his brother, W. S. happens to human nature cult
for a teacher to inspire
when it is subjected to certain
and all members are urged to Sawyer. lie was said
"father of the blues." The (Stansbury Photo)
to have
them. The students receive
participate in the voting.
girls are from WI, Gladys
suffered a severe cerebral kinds of pressures from a very title
guidance. Moreover,
racially segregated school
Any member who desires to hemorrhage.
the psychological involvement
system.
run for office should list his
A close friend of the family
of
Negro
students'
minds inname and the desired office said Sawyer on Monday had E. C. STIMBERT
fluences their mental atmosand mail it to the chairman regained consciousness a n ci The teachers hastened to
phere
which
is
important to
of the nominating committee. was able to recognize per- point out, "We are not blamtheir mental health."
Clifton Satterfield, 972 Peach sons but was still unable to ing the Board of Education or
The
delegation
of teachers
E. C. Stimbert, the superinst., Memphis. Nominations may speak.
concluded: "the Negro student
also be made from the floor.
The rest estate broker was tendent, for all of the ills suf- -- generally speaking
— is beDelegates to the State Con- operated upon last Friday. fered by Negroes in the South
Lewis Taliaferro, candidate
low the achievement level of
for U. S. Congress, was envention to be held in Knox- Sawyer is president of Mu- under the caste system. Howville will also be selected on tual Federal Savings and Loan ever, we must mention the white students in Memphis bedorsed by several civic clubs
cause of the separate anl unelection night.
last week. He said "we are
company, Cornette Realty com- 'cause' and 'effect' segregated equal school
Congresseosi!
C.eididate
systems." (Next
Each member is asked to pany a n d Sawyer Rental schools have had upon the Negettins calls from a number
from the Ninth District, Ross
issue—"A Program of Action."
of civic groups which have incontribute $3 for a flag and agency and a vice president of gro teacher and pupil, whits
Pritchard, told an estimated
dicated that htey will endorse
convention expenses. Also $5.50 the Memphis Mortgage Guar- we are discussing why there
50 persons during a Coke-paris a wide gap between the perme."
dues.
anty company.
ty that "It is very important
Clifton Satterfeild, the adOtha Sawyer. who was as- formances of the white teachAmang gioups endorsing his
that we unify our efforts to jutant, says
the post needs a sociated with his brothers in er and students and the Negro
candidacy were: Bimghampton
stand against discrimination
drum and bugle corps and a the real estate business, was teacher and student, as stated
Civic club the Magnolia- Barksbecause it weakens our na- legion hut,
and these can be stricken with a heart attack last week by Mr. Stimbert."
dale Civic club and the Trigg
tion."
obtained when members sup- and died suddenly earlier this T h e delegation admitted
LEROA' I't/UN(,
and Mississippi Community
"that Negro school facilities Rev. Kenneth T. Whalum,
The campaign Coke-party port the post.
year.
M.A. HINDS
Committee of which Rev. J. C.
are — since the 1954 U. S. son of Mrs. Thelma Whalum
was held on the lawn of Atty.
Beck is president.
Supreme
Court ruling — equal and the late H. David Whalum,
and Mrs. Russell B. Sugarmon
W. H. Parish, president of
to
whites. However, there are one of the founders of Union
jr., on Worthington Circle.
the aalagnolia-Barksdale club
still namy inequalities which Protective Insurance company,
Sugarmon is an ardent supsaid: "The Civic Club has gone
will ahrays be in racially sep- this week assumed his duties
porter of Pritchard.
on record as supporting Frank
arate schools."
as executive secretary of the
Pritchard
said
"Three
or
Clement for Governor a n d
The teachers explained that Abe Scharff branch of t h a
days
four
ago
my
campaign
'older editions of books are YMCA.
heriff M. A. Hinds, who is Lewis Taliaferro for Congress.
started to take on momentum.
used by Negro students. The
LeRoy Young, of 108 S.
He succeeds Fred T Joseph,
running for re-election, piled Frank Clement is a naturalNow
I
feel
Mrs.
very
Ezell
good
Parks,
about
a
teacher
and
told
him
that
it
was num- state requires new editions at a professional YMCA 'corker,
up a big endorsement on 286 born leader, and will serve Parkway east, left Memphis the work I have done. If you at Florida
Elementary
St.
ber
56.
certain times. When the new who announced recently that
petitions, necessary to qualify this state well as its chief ex- recently to join North Carolina put your future
in my hands, school, said she will appeal a "He asked me then to step edition is
adopted by white he was moving from Memphis
him as a candidate in t h e ecutive. Most of us know Sen- Mutual Life Insurance comgoing
I'm
fine
the
to
best
do
of
$26
I
can
charge
on
a
that
ator
Taliaferro
personally.
We pany as assistant manager in
back inside the store and we schools, the recently discarded to accept a similar post in
sheriffs race. He obtained 25,she
you."
entered
for
a
Pic
superPac
voted
for
him
1960
in
and
he the Agency Department and
went into a small room where books are passed on to Negro another city, which he did not
342 signatures.
Sugarmon, a candidate for market last week for "illegal a man an woman were wait- students.
name.
Carl Carson w a s named has not disappointed us.
will be based in Philadelphia.
purposes."
the
Democratic
State
Commit"White students —for years "We plan to work with
ing. He asked me, 'Don't you
Young and his wife, Mrs.
"campaign sm anage r" by
Rev. T. R. Fugh, vice presiParks
Mrs.
was
fined
in
$26
tee,
introducing
while
Pritchknow
—
churches,
had
you
can be made to pay
Hinds, Monday. He opened his dent: said "The Binghampton Elizabeth Young, came to Memcafeteria accommodaschools and other
City Court last Wednesday $51 for coming
in here for il- tions when Negro students ate community organizations to incampaign headquartets at 42 Civic Club is glad to give its phis in 1951 when he was ap- ard said:
any place they could find. This crease t bile YMCA memberS. Main, last Friday. Sid Car- endorsement to State Senator pointed asistant manager of "This is the first time we when she appeared with her legal purposes?'
roll was named finance chair- Lewis Taliaferro in his race the Memphis branch. Before had a candidate who actually attorney, Russell B. Sugar- "I asked him what he meant sometimes meant the back- ship," Rev. Whalum said.
He said he would seek to
man and 0. H. Hendricks, III, for Congress on Aug. 2. This his recent appointment, Young needs the wholehearted back- mon jr. .
The supermarket manager, by 'illegal purposes,' and he
have the branch refurnished
public relations chairman.
is a result of careful considera- was an independent . salesman iug since I have participated M. D. Dunn, testified that
said 'switching meat tags',"
he
and the building renovated.
Hinds said "the large num- tion of Mr. Taliaferro's record in the city.
in politics."
Mrs. Parks said.
Rev. What= is a graduate
ber of signatures on my peti- in the Legislature and his
The Youngs were well- Other candidates speaking watched Mrs. Parks change
Mrs. Parks said, "I came
tags
three
price
the
on
bunof Booker T. Washington high
tions is very gratifying. They qualifications for higher office. known in religious, civic and briefly were Jesse Turner and
here
for
only
two
purposes,
of
dles
meat.
claimed
He
he
school. He attended LeMoyne
will'make work harder for the He is best qualified to con- social 'circles here. They at- Sugarmon, both seeking a
college, served in the U. S.
people. It is very good to know tinue representing the people tended Emmanuel Episcopal seat on the State Democratic was watching her through bi- to cash my check and buy groceries,
and
I
have
done
that."
noculars
summoned
and
anNavy from 1951-1955 and rethat the people are behind me of Memphis and Shelby Coun- church, where Mrs. Young is Committee; George Holloway
She
said
Dunn
called
a
groemployee
other
witness
to
the
ceived
private tutoring at the
for which I am very grateful." ty."
teacher of the school and di- and Rev. Alexander Gladney,
Voters in Carthage, Tenn., Howard university
cery boy and asked him if he
act.
school of
campaigning for a
rector of youth activities.
are
who
were
told by William W. Far- Religion while working
"We are also happy to enVoted one of the city's "Top had not seen her switching
as a
Young is an avid golfer and membership on the Shelby
tags on meat and he replied ris, candidate for governor claims examiner with t h e
dorse Frank Clement for GovTen
Dressed
Women"
Best
a
helps promote interest in the County Democratic Committhat
the
1962 campaign is a Treasury department in Washernor.
few years ago, Mrs. Parks is that he had not.
game as a member of the Sam tee.
active in both church and so- "He then said, 'We'll forget struggle between the people ington, D. C.
Rev. Beck said: Senator Tal- Quail Golf club.
and
the
politicians.
He h a d
cial circles.
it if you'll just admit it,' and
Rev. Whalum, who lives at
iaferro has been a faithful pubMrs. Young plans to join
In an interview with the I explained 'I can't afford to reference to his opponent 1096 Neptune st., is the father
lic official. We want to see him her husband in Philadelphia in
Frank
Clement.
Tri-State Defender, she gave admit something I haven't
of two sons. Kenneth, Jr., six,
elected again. The Trigg and the fall.
Farris
said:
"politicians and Kirk, four.
this account of the incident. done.'
Mississippi Community Comacross
the
state
decided
the
"I
had
gotten out oi a class "Dunn threatened to cal/
He is a member of MetropoliFrank
ATLANTA — As one of two mittee also endorses
at LeMoyne college and de- the police if I didn't admit best way to stay in control of tan Baptist church.
Governor. He is
alumnae of the Encampment Clement for
the capitol is to elect Frank
to
cided
bu
y
my
groceries that I had switched the tags,
the front-running candidate
for Citizenship, sponsored by
during a two-hour break be- and I said, 'Go ahead and call Clement." He added, "but they
and we are pleased to suphave made a mistake."
the American Ethical Union,
classes.
tween
declarthem.' "
Atty. H. T. Lockard
Sheriff M. A. Hinds revealHe added. "Clement has only
Lucia Holloway, a junior at
Taken to the Police Station, one
ed his candidacy for the State "Although I generally cash
opponent and I am that opSpelman college, has been whom the Encampment has ed earlier this week that a
my
checks
at
Tri-State
Representatives
Bank,
durof
Parks
House
Mrs.
was
booked and ponent." He said "Olgiati has
chosen to attend a seminar in an ongoing exchange program. new elevator is being installed
was
in
a
big
meeting
I
of
Shelby
hurry
the
and
a
deing
released
$51
on
bond.
She re- always been a part of the
This affords an opportunity to at the County jail which
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The
France this summer.
makes it necessary for visitors County Democratic club at his cided to cash it at Pic Pecs," turned to the supermarket, Clement organization."
The seminar titled "Le Mois live, study, and travel with
He St. Louis anti-bias law was
recalled.
she
campaign
headquarters.
333
the
asked
manager
stairway
to
the
for
to
return
the
use
said Tennessee needs better lauded on its first anniversary.
De L'Amitie" (the Month of approximately 50 students
She said she got her gro- her money, hut he refused.
Beale st., Monday night
next six to eight weeks.
W. J. Duford, commissioner
educational facilities, a n d
Friendship), is from July 7 to from France and other nations
ceries,
paid
Lochard
will
try
for
$12.90
No.
13
and
Mrs.
was
Parks
sorry
said,
am
said
that
"I
the
Hinds
charge
promised a pay raise for teach- of the St. Louis Council on
Aug. 1, followed by a ten-day in the world.
about to leave the store when is "ridietilous."
visitors must be put to this on the ticket.
ers. He also said he wants to Human Relations, said comstay in Paris. As a representaThe program emphasis is on inconvenience. But I hope they
Also declaring his candi- Dunn came up to her and "Why would I want to
expand the retraining program plaints of discrimination have
tive of the Encampment, Lu- international relations through
will bear with us. We are do- dacy this week is Atty. Ira H. said, "What is the number of Avoid paying the few pennies for adults.
been filed against only 45 of
cia received a full scholarship the media of lectures, discus- ing
when I had more than $400 "A resources development 5,000 business firms covered
the best we can to restore Murphy, who will seek to be your claim check?"
for the seminar.
stone, and field trips. Miss the elevator service. We have elected a Circuit Court clerk. Mrs. Parks said she suppos- in my purse?" she asked.
department is needed for Ten- by the city's public accommoThis program is sponsored Holloway began her trip June to carry food to the inmates It is the first time either ed her cart might have gotten
Her
husband,
Hannibal nessee," he said. "It is not dations law. "It's been a reby the Office du Tourisme 30 and will return home the from the third to the fifth of the men has sought to be confused with its. one elses' Parks, is employed
in the post enough to have resources. We markable record of compbUniversitaire at Scolaire with latter part of August.
elected to a public office.
and she looked into her purse office.
floor."
must use them."
ance," said Duford.
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(Second In Series)

C. C. Sawyer
Seems To Rally
At E. H. Crump

Legion Post 27 To
Hold Election On
Tuesday, July 10

111

Civic Club Backs
Lewis Taliaferro

Pritchard Says
Campaign Gains
In Momentum

New Head At
Branch YMCA

If a
ppens Campaign
il eadquarters

LeRoy Young To
Serve Insurance
Firm In East

Farris Says That
`Olgiate Is In
Clement Camp

e

Spelman Student
En Route To
French Seminar

Teacher To Appeal $26 Fine
For Changing Meat Price Tags

2 More Enter
'Gotta' Climb Those
Stairs At County Jail Political Race

St. Louis Lauds
Anti-Bias Law

8A1
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StorkStops

1Predicts Disaster For
Most Southern Migrants

FREEDOM 1 MERCURY SPACECRAFT TO VISIT CITY FOR SAVINGS BONDS

NEW ORLEANS — Unless eligible, adding:
"It is erroneous and danmigration by Negroes from
the South to other sectors of gerous to believe that the sitthe nation is planned respon- uation here would be alleviatsibly and examined thorough- ed by mass migration of Nely in advance, the migrants gro citizens to other localities.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee White. Mr. and Mrs. Willie G MorJune 23
face almost certain economic We have no desire to sweep
David
boy,
is.
Davis;
i
1621
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Smith, 2036 Amity. a boy.
disaster and bitter disappoint- our problems under someone
Mr. and Mrs. T. Z. Dale, 891 Jerome.
3250 Keating; girl, Shirley
else's rug. The Urban League
Rush- ment.
W.
John'
and
Mr.
Mrs.
PhilTommy
boy,
Fourth,
S.
Ann.'
LeMoyne dr.; girl, An- This warning was the key- stands ready to extend its full
973
ing,
lips.
Mr. and Mrs. Lames Applenote voiced here by speakers resources to aid in effecting
nette
while, :017 E. -Person, girl, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Woods,
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher L. at a four-state leadership con- any reasonable program to
Woods.
Victor
boy,
Tillman,
22
LlSer.
uni- improve race relations in this
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Milan, Parson, 270 Weaver boy, Kevin ference, held at Dillard
Mr and Mrs. Perry Robin- 1388 Gaither; boy, Tony La- Levell.
versity under auspices of the city."
Kerns outlined how the
son, 999- Lewis; boy, Anthony grone.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H Den- Urban League of Greater New
problems of unplanned miEugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Wil- nis, 887 N. Seventh boy. Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jones, liams, 1657 Kansas: girl, Jean- Joseph Henry Jr.
Co-sponsoring the meeting, gration have been met in New
754 • Josephine; boy, Antonio ette.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Sel-; which drew more than 200 Orleans and the civic leader7 that carried
.
Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chism. lers, 758 Speed boy, Johnny civic, church and social serv- ship through which it has been
A Mercury 7 Spacecraft, duplicate of Freedom 7, Liberty Bell 7, and Friendship
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Taylor, 655 Clifford; a girl.
here. Its arrival will call
Rydell.
ice leaders from some 40com- accomplished.
astronauts in their sub-orbital and orbital flights, will soon be displayed
our
Glenn
Jeffery
at
sesboy,
the
1743 Swift;
Other speakers
help stimulate the sale of
munities in Alabama, Arkanattention to the Treasury's Freedom Bond Drive during May and June and
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Pasas, Louisiana and Mississippi, sions included Rev. A. L. Da- Savings Bonds. The Capsule is mounted in th• manner shown above. Retractable steps will permit
Interdetrick, 2424 Douglas; girl,
the
of
vis,
president
escape tower.
was the Southern Regional
individuals to examine the Capsule, its cockpit and instrumentation panel, and the
Sharon Arnice.
as a public
Office of the National Urban nominational Ministerial alSpacecraft, truck, and trailer as well as the expenses of the tour, were donated
The
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Leach,
atNorman
Francis,
liance;
League in Atlanta.
the Treasury Department by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation and the Chevrolet Motor
to
service
274 Henry; girl, Aukia AureXamen,
of
dean
and
torney
Clarence D. Coleman, SouthDivision of General Motors.
th a.
ern Regional Office director, vier university; Dr. Daniel
By BETTY J. EDWARDS
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Beale,
and J. Harvey Kerns, execu- Thompson, chairman of the
girls,
1571 Carpenter: twin
tive director of the New Or- department of social sciences,
Rhonda and Robin.
leans and ex-officio host of Dillard; Anthony Rachel. Jr.,
director.
McLemore,
Mr. and Mrs. Rannie Thorn- ROOSEVELT
jarnin H.
The McDonnell Aircraft Cor- unteer Committee in charge of
A replica of the Mercury
conference, headed a pan- director of placement and reton. 1822 Keltner cl.; a boy. Four celebrated educators The program sponsored by the the
drawn from cruitment, Xavier; Elliot J. Spacecraft capsule which car- poration, which designed and plans for the Spacecraft's visit
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Williams, were honored by Roosevelt National Science Foundation, el of speakers
of education, Keyes, management and relo- ried U. S. astronguts into or- built the Mercury Capsules for to Memphis is W. W. (Bill)
2252 Clayton; girl, Valarie Nell. university recently at t h e is designed for students of sci- various fields
clergy and the legal pro- cation supervisor, Housing bital flights will be brought to the National Aeronautics and Scott, vice president of the NaJune 24
school's annual awards ban- entific aptitude having limit- the
Authority of New Orleans, Memphis for a two-day display Space Administration, donated tional Bank of Commerce, aidMr. and Mrs. Charles L. quet at Pavillon. restaurant, ed scientific background. All fession.
the and Rev. M. L. Upton, pastor and public inspection. July 10- the Capsule to the' Treasury ed by David Tuttle, vice presiColeman emphasized
Guster, 2170 Lyon; boy, Charles Northbrook.
of the students must have
of First National Bank,
"Before You Migrate of Beecher Memorial United 11.
Department for its Freedom dent
Edward.
The four honored were Mrs. reached t h e eleventh or theme,
and James Thurston, advertis—Investigate," around which Church of Christ. Presiding
The Spacecraft is being Bond Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Gra- Alfred
Aschuler, Highland twelfth grade level.
A.
Giles
were
ing director, Union Planters
the day-long conference ses- at the session
brought here to stress and
• ••
ham, 744 Grenada; boy, Alexis Park; Perry Dunlap Smith,
sions were designed, by say- Herbert, professor of econom- stimulate the U. S. Treasury's General chairman of the Vol- National Bank.
Orlancia.
Winnetka; Matthew P. Gaff- FISK
McDanA.
J.
and
ics,
Dillard,
Freedom Bond Drive, said W.
Mr and Mrs. Joe Wicks, 536 ney, Tuscon, Ariz.; and Carle- Dr. Stephan J. Wright, presi- ing:
inev- iel, Memphis UL executive di- Stuart McCloy, Savings Bond*
E. Trigg; boy, Donald Ray.
ton Washburne, Okemos, Mich. dent of Fisk university, was "It is both tragic and
rector.
chairman for Shelby county.
itable that Negroes from the
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Brown, Martin Agronsky, radio and
honored by Colby College, South, dissatisfied with the
The famous Project Mere try
66 W. Waldorf: boy, Donald. TV news commentator was
with an apathy in , some areas of the
Maine,
Waterville,
manned Spacecraft will be on
Mr. and Mrs. Archester Gar- main speaker for the affair.
of Doctor of total community in granting
degree
honorary
exhibit Tuesday, July 10, at NEWARK, N. J. — (UPI) — election.
ner, 2363 Warren; girl, Terry
Each of the four honored is Laws recently. That same
Poplar-Perkins shopping cen- The Newark Board of Educato
Lyn ne.
Henry was elected by a vote
a nationally recognized auth- week Dr. Wright was named them equal opportunity
ter, from 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., tion, defendant in a segrega- of 6-0. Another Negro, Harold
participate,in the main stream
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Wal- ority on education and during
board
the
of
member
new
a
suit
pending
in
tion
federal
11,
and
at
July
Wednesday,
resources,
of its economy and
tnn, 2760 Deadrick boy, Mal- the years of activity on the
Ashby, was placed on the
of trustees of Meharry MediPoplar-Highland Plaza, from court, this wcck unanimously board marking the first time•
seekcolm Dewayne.
North Shore, frequently work- cal College and prior to that court social disaster by
its
Negro
presifirst
elected
a.m,
10
to
p.m.
6
irLestthrough
W.
Sam
elsewhere
Mrs.
it
Mr. and
two Negroes served at the
ed closely together to achieve he had received the disting- ing
The Capsule Is mounted on dent.
4
resonsible or unplanned mier;-2602 Young; boy, James their goals.
same time.
uished alumni award fr om gration."
Verner V. Henry, a district
a 30-foot trailer. Retractable
Welton. •• •
Howard university.
steps will permit individuals to supervisor for the state bu- The board recently an-.
He pointed out that unemUr.' And Mrs. Clarence D. JOHNSON C. SMITH
• ••
examine the Capsule, its cock- reau of parole, was elected to flounced a limited student
in
White. 1955 Perry; girl, AnA $10,000 dollar grant from MISSISSIPPI VOCATIONAL ployment remains critical
Chief
—
Nigeria
IBADAN,
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TOP TOPICS OF TALK are ROSS PRITCHARD says he
"what was revealed about is gaining weight during his
Memphis at the Civil Rights areak-neck speed around town
Commission's two-day hearing to keep pace with his Cokehere Last week." And E. C. Party campaign speaking enStimbert's statement about the gagements. What accounts for
wide gap in performance of the weight-gaining — "the
white and Negro students and cake, cookies and pie consumed
TWO MEMPHIANS were
teacher!,
received his D. D. S. degree. -4
it these handshaking parties."
among the $2 members of the
Drs. Williams and Newson
DON i BE SURPRISED if a Most candidates lose weight.
1962 graduating class at
are graduates of Tennessee
new political group comes CHILDREN WILL find their
M•h arry Medical college
State university. Dr. Williams •.'
from under cover and reveals way — free from racial perjuduring its 97th commencewill do his internship at
its name.
dices, if we adults don't color
ment exercises. They are, George W. Hubbard hospital
SEVERAL LOCAL politicians their minds with hate. Take
left. Robert X. Williams. son
in Nashville. Dr. Charles W.
are being accused of playing the case of four public playof Fred Green, 1932 Fie* at., Wesley, president of Central
it fast and recklessly without grounds. White and Negro
who received his M. D. deState college in Wilberforce.
concern for their future politi- children are playing on them
gree: and Claude C. Newson. Ohio. gave the commence1 position. When leaders at- without any more trouble than
ment address.
Jr.. son of Mrs. Cathryne
mpt to deny followers the is generally associated with
Newton. 599 Huron at.. who
knowledge of plans and proce- children. The playgrounds are
dures then followers can be- Universal, Winchester, Southcome disinterested and become side and Bellevue.
very suspectible to new leader- CLIFF DAVIS has many
people wondering about the
ship.
he will use
THERE IS A CRY from political strategy
in campaigning against his two
Nashville that several local
men are demanding that the young opponents. that all is
?"1.
IT IS OBVIOUS
1
Nashvillians be kicked out of
•,the ranks of
within
well
not
Members of the home officre
positions
the security of their
the once - powerful Volunteer
staff of Universal Life InsurOS
in the state political scheme
memOnly four
Frank G. Clement accused ance company were given a
of things. This is clearly an Committee.
bers appeared for a meeting
his opponents in the guberna- treat recently before leaving
indication that somebody wants
consistThey
week.
torial race of "deriding edu- for the day: It was a song re-..
somebody pulled out of the called last
is•
ed of one Republican and
cation in Tennesssee and de- cital by Miss Gracie Lee Con.
politioal arena and dropped inthey
did
Who
Democrats.
riding Tennessee itself" and of ley, secretary to L. H. Boyce,
to the crocodile-infested waters three
operated seven years before
as well as a church and • misleading the voters as to the vice president and assistant
represent? Both co - chairmen NEW PLANS FOR LAKE. company and Associated
of politics.
he joined the Holiday Inn country club. Peace. who relationship between sales tax secretary, and sponsored by
Business Corporation. Kavaview Gardens are being disattend,
A NATIVE SON — Kenneth did not
PEOPLE ARE TALKING cussed by ponu uenu uonpo naugh, a native of Nash. Corporation in Dec•m- has b•e n affiliated with collections and expenditures the Sub-Forum Committee.
Whalum — will take charge of
ville,i attended school there
ber 1961. The new executive
Lakeview Gardens since it for education.
about the speech-edged-in-poli- jr. (right) and Samuel Peace
the ship-of-state when Fred
before moving to Ft. Wayne, director said plans am be- started, is also owner of dUt
Speaking at an East Tennestics, delivered at the Non-Par- (left) in front of the LakeJoseph, executive director of
Ind. He majored in econom- ing formulated for the de- Peace Realty company. He see rally at Cleveland, Clement
tisan Voters Registration Com- view Management company
the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
was the executive director said, ". . . these voices of development of a new part
of which Kavanaugh was ics while attending Univermittee's meeting last week.
— leaves his position to accept
THE TEACHER who was ac- recently named executive sity of Kentucky. After (Section G) of Lakeview of the Lakeview Country ceit and opposition that you
job in August.
where
will
homes
Gardens,
club before it was destroyed are going to hear increasingcused by Pic Pac of "changing director. Prior he was an as- serving a two-year hitch in
by fire some months ago. ly during the next four and
be built in the $14.000 to
the U.S. Army, he establabels" is being coerced un- sistant to Wallace E. Johnrealso
He
Walter Keller is construc- one-half weeks of this camrange.
Kavafirm,
own
$35,000
lished his
reasonably. Her guilt has not son. who recently purchased
tion superintendent.
vealed plans to construct a
been substantially established. the Wolfe Ho me s, Inc., naugh Construction compaign are engaged now in the
old practice of distortion of
She is considered to be a very Lakeview Management pany in Nashville, which he shopping center in the area
Teacher
the record."
good Demonstration
She is considered to be very
mond L. Snyder, senior at "The fact — the record —
atconstantly
and
dynamic
Le-Moyne college, Memphis. the truth," Clement said, "is
tempts to improve herself as a
As last year's first place win- that the sales tax collected
teacher.
qu tlity
in this category, Snyder during the fiscal years of my
ner
By ANGIE MITCHELL
1.0ME TEACHERS who —
was ineligible for this year's administrations amounted to a
The M. I. College Alumni heretofore — did not attend
grand total of $479,627,804.
Miss GRALE CONLEY
first-prize award.
club held its last meeting beN
"During the same period we
Bluff City Teacher association
JUDGES
CONTEST
J.
the
Robert
at
by
fore summer vacation
Miss Conley, accompanied'
young say and a poem
promising
NEW YORK — First-prize covering
meeting, are now recommendEdward Weeks, editor of expended $586,268,411 for eduhome of Mr. and Mrs. Booker
Jr. won prizes of $200
ing that all teachers in the as- checks of $300 each were pre- writers, was open to all stu- Mairley
the Atlantic Monthly and cation, or $106,640,670 over at the piano by her voice teach-.4
at.,
Walnut
598
of
T. Martin
er, 'James H. Barr, began her,.
sociation band tightly together sented last week to the three dents enrolled as undergrad- each.
members of his editorial staff and above the sales tax prorecently.
A freshman at Virginia
program with "The Lord's('
and raise a defense fund to winners of the second annual uates at member colleges of
served as contest judges. Op- ceeds.
Presiding at the meeting was protect teachers who are false- Reader's Digest-United Negro the United Negro College Union university, Richmond,
Prayer,"
by Ma•lotte, the hymn' r
"Yet some of these campaign
tion to publish the material
won
Bowles,
Allen
Mrs. Mamie Phamplett. Mrs. ly accused.
Johnnie
As I Am," and "The Lord, ;
"Just
College Fund Creative Writing Fund.
year critics — the kind that
Readwith
submittde
resides
Isabella Scott gave a report on
••
Of the Fund's 32 members, the $200 second prize for his er's Digest and the United would throw a snow-ball at Is My Light," by Allisten.
Contest.
an Alumni meeting held at
The ceremony followed a 30 are four-year colleges; two short story.
you in July — would have you After delighting her audienrer.rR
Negro
Fund.
College
Mississippi Industrial college
with two groups of secular :I.
luncheon held in the Waldorf- offer only advanced work to SPELMAN RECIPIENT
Distinguished guests at the believe that the sales tax proe the Holly Springs, Miss.,
Third-place prizes of $50
Astoria hotel to honor the graduate students. All 32 are
ceeds are greater than the ex- songs, Miss 'Conley moved'
included
luncheon
awards
lapus. Henry Neal, a memsome of her listeners to tears
winners in the contest's three accredited and all located in each were sent to Mary Fran- Louis Lomax, author; Ted Pos- penditures for education."
r of the Memphis cha4er,
categories—eassay, short story the South. Their combined ces watts, senior at Spelman ton, jornalist; John A. Davis, -"Clement said that when he with her interpretation of tra•
was guest speaker.
The marriage of Miss Nellie and poetry.
enrollment is more than 25,000 college, Atlanta, for her short executive director of the took office, earmarked and un- ditional spirituals.
By common consent, the club Steele to Joseph Trotter was John T. Beaudouin, manag- students.
Her concluding numbers•%,
story and to Lee Clinton
earmarked funds for educaAfrican
of
Society
American
by
week
were "Oh, What a Beautiful
agreed to continue scholarship announced earlier this
Two students at Tougaloo Jenkins, sophomore at Fisk
tion totaled $68,314,623.
ing editor of the Reader's
aid to Miss Virgie Lester.
her brother, Henry C. Steele. Digest Condensed Book club, Southern Christian college, university, Nashville, for his tulture; Miss Dorothy McAt the end of his six years City," by Boatner, Hall Johrif•
OutWorld
of
editor
Connell,
the
son's "Fix Me Jesus, Fix Me". • •
Plans were made for an
Miss Steele, daughter of
Tougaloo, Miss., placed second essay.
presented the awards.
look, the official Methodist in office, he said, expenditures
Alumni Rally this fall to be Late Mr. and Mrs. Willie Steele, Two African students from in the creative-writing conA special poetry award and publication, and Sterling W. for education had increased to and "Give Me Jesus," and "I'll.Trotave.
Crystal
SunTell the World," by Dorsey.
Thurclimaxed with a tea on
lives at 3070
Nigeria won the top awards test. Earlene M. Ammons' es- citation were given to
Fisher, executive director of $117,266,900, or an increase of
day, Oct. 14. The drive will ter, the son of Mrs. Lucille An- in the essay and short-story
$48,952,277.
the Reader's Digest Foundatake place at the annual foot- derson Trotter of 491 Glankler classifications. Alexander 0.
Clement reviewed the "Ten
tion.
ball classic usually given by at., and J. B. Trotter of Flynn OKugo of Enugu, a junior at
Point Program for Progress"
it
rd., is stationed at Fort Ruck- Bishop college, Dallas, placed
the club.
plan first revealed in his
The club's next meeting will er, Ala., with the U. S. Army. first with his essay, "A Niopening campaign speech and
be held in September at the The bride and bridegroom are gerian Looks at Africa and
calling for improvements and
ranch-style country home of making plans to hold a recep- the Arms Race." In 1961,
A birthday party was givenexpansions of most departMr. and Mrs. John Hill in Ar- tion late August after he is OKugo's essay placed second.
ments of state government and by Mrs. Janie Mae Kent la8 - 7'
Places
People,
About
discharged from service.
lington.
week for her granddaughte
in most state services.
Eugene Onukogu's entry,
And Problems
He bore down heavily on the Jane Elizabeth Kent, who
"Why the Shell of a Tortoise
STANLEY
L.
By FRANK
need for a continued and ex- with her parents were visit-'
Is Not Smooth," placed first in
panded program of industrial mg here from Detroit.
the 1962 short-story competiBy
MARCUS
H.
BOULWARE
by
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Dr. 'righteous' life, measured
Helping Jane celebrate her
development, and said:
tion. Onukogu's home is in
Amendments
chooses
celebrated whatever standard one
" . . . there is one govern- third birthday at the residence
Owerri. He is a sophomore at Gunnar Myrdal,
QUESTION:
How
many
of
group
large
1944 than any other
mental change I shall make. I of her grandmother at 1052,,
Wiley college, Marshall, Tex. Swedish scholar who in
made one of the classic stud- people anywhere else in the times may a main motion be will bring the industrial de- Shaw pl., were her brother,
POETRY PRIZE
L.
Myrdal's
amended?—G.
In
World."
Western
probvelopment program directly Cecil Kent, jr., Arnold Sutton,.
Sandra Ellen Echols, a fresh- ies of the American race
ANSWER: In a sense, the into the
opportunity re- view, incidents such as Little
governor's office — Antonio Sutton, Mary Marie:
at Bennett college, lem, had an
man
of
be
main
may
motion
amended
conscience
the
stir
Rock
adGreensboro, N. C., won first cently, in a commencement to Americans and thus prevent twice. For example, the main and I will go with the local Jackson, Regina Jackson and.
university,
Howard
teams, as I did before, in seek- Wade Jackson III.
prize for her poem, "Thy Ins- dress at
analysis. Dr. Myr- the leveling off of the Negro's motion may be amended; and
trument." Miss Echols is the update hisAmerican Dilemna" states and they play a positive hen, the amendment may also ing new industry for this mardal's "An
velously expanding Tennessee
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
by many as one of role in giving momentum to be amended.
of ours and its 95 industry
Everett Echols, 1307 Marlboro is rated
There would then be two seeking counties."
most definitive analysis of social advance.
the
St., Greensboro.
Negro's status in America The economist and sociolo- ranks of amendments:
In addition to their money the
realize (a) Amendment to the main
to the date of the publication gist stated further: "I
awards, the first:prize winthat it is much easier fpr an motion; and
book.
this
of
ners were brought to New
Now after 20 years, Dr. Myr- outsider to take this lofty, phil- (b) Amended to the amendYork city for a three-day
sees some surprising prog- osophical view than it is for the ment.
dal
visit followed by two days ress. Actually, he stated, "In American citizen, who has a This would give the club
in Washington, D. C. They
historical prospect, the rapidity duty to take a part in pressing two opportunties to reword
were honor guests at a lunchsocial advance as .rapidly as the motion so as to make it
of progress is astonishing."
main- more agreeable to the memeon in the Reader's Digest
"Let us remember that prac- possible. Nevertheless, I
home office in Pleasantville, tically all of this progress has tain that it is important to see bers. It would be hoped that
N.Y.
trend moves by rewording the motion, it
taken place in the short period clearly that the
His Excelleftcy Alhaji Mu- of the last 20 years, following upward, in order to avoid dis- would become more agreeable
hammad Ngileruma, Nigerian six decades of stagnation — couragement, and to sustain to the voters who would either
Ambassador to the United and that its coming was not the determination required in pass or reject it.
Candidate Lewis Taliaferro,
Nations, greeted them in the anticipated by most students the skirmishing that may still The amendment of first rank
disagreed with the Supreme
be necessary.
Nigerian Counsulate. Their of the American scene."
is called "amendment to the
Court's "banning of prayer in
schedule also included a
In his book, Dr. Myrdal in- "In this new epoch, the Ne- main motion," while "the
Lroadway play, a visit to listed that the Negro problem gro cause is a winning one." amendment to the amendment public schools," while he was
Mrs. Raychelle
Radio City Music Hall and must never be discussed out of Dr. Myrdal did more than is called "amendment of the addressing a group on the
lawn at the home of Rev. J. C. Lvnom Carhee,
assersightseeing
bold
these
make
merely
context. In his introductory
second rank."
Beck of Whitford Place, last
OPEN ALL
chapter, he stressed that "large tions. He documented the rea- READERS:
Thursday.
Owner
"But,
convictions.
his
for
sons
UNCF UNDERGRADS
groups of the American popuTaliaferro, running for Conamong them on the material
The contest, aimed at un- lation probably live a more side, is the growing affluence the walls of segregation and gress, said:
1076 S. Parkway,
discrimination while, at the "The Supreme Court decisof society which provides more
elbow room for everybody and same time, hoping to retain ion banning prayer in public
Memphis 6, Tenn.
preserves schools strikes at the heart of
has little interest in pushing petty monopoly
to
clientele
Negro
a
among
the American heritage and upanybody into the ditch.
Phone
and un"On the spiritual side, there give you a comfortable
sets one of the great tradiWH 6-2858
safety.
economic
contested
enideals
is the reality of the
tions of our way of life.
shrined in your constitution and "You must have the courage
rooted in the hearts of the to choose a harder life in which
American people.
SPECIAL BUY!
your abilities will be tested
"As the white and. Negro
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Closed Mondays
people are increasingly ming- against the norms established
EXCLUSIVE
ling in work and pleasure, all in the wider American society,
PERCALES
are discovering that they are and, in deed in the whole
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ambitions for themselves and phasized that "a more egaliyds.I
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tarian society is one offering
•
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In addition, Dr. Myrdal had vastly greater opportunities —
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some very timely advice for but one also which will subject
•
(imprinted with one line
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only) 36 envelopes, not
need for American Negroes to you to tests far more severe
• Exclusive prints
compete more equally in the than those set for your predeSI .65
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United States, he said, "The cessors."
• For fashions: home
future society of equality is a
Dr. Myrdal concluded that
dr0-.0srirr, needs.
or money 01.1:11)?
Send
check
And the -South's Finest
Rociel y of free competition, and
could aid movement
you will have to face it and Negroes
Fashion
prepare yourselves to deal with toward integration by helping
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to solve general American
it successfully."
He continued, "You cannot problems such as city slums
Momplils, Tenn.
cry for the breaking down of and inferior schoohng.
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500-Voice Choir
United States is divided into To Give Concert
By WILLIAM HEARN
from the others
Membership of the Central six jurisdictions. The Central
•
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Jurisdiction
367,340 before Jurisdiction is racial and covers
Church membership in the the crusade, sald Dr. Lester. most of the nation. The other At Slats Congress
Central (Negro) Jurisdiction of

Methodist Church Membership Increased 10,884

Enlist Churches, Civic Groups

••
e
Chicago 4, or call TRiangle 4
Two thound churches
civic organisatauns on the 6418 or HUdson 3-1370 after
was
South Side and the West Side 4:30 p. ni. All organizations dehave been enlisted in the ef- siring speakers on mental
The 500-voice ,ta,e choir of
The Methodist church in the five are geographical.
the Methodist church increased
forts of Mental Health society health to appear before their
Total U. S. membership of the Tennessee Regular State
reresult
a
the
as
of
10,884
by
or Memo in that organize- groups should also call TRIthe denomination, including Congress will be presented in
cent Bishop' Evangelistic Crutioe's ,program to educate the angle 4-6418 or HUdson 3-1370
the Central Jurisdiction, is concert on Monday night, July
the
in
jurisdiction.
sade
after
4:30 p.
*lie to its goals.
9, at the Golden Leaf Baptist
more than 10,000,000.
The Rev. C. William Billingchurch, 970 Peach, starting at
The total was reported June
the
in
areas
Bishops
serving
Mee, national president of the
W.
the
Dr.
by
Lester,
7
D.
Rev.
8.
Marare
Central
Jurisdiction
Northern Christian Leadership
Nashville, director of the cruThe giant choir will be diconference, said that more
sade and a staff member of Mrs. Mattie Lee Smith, a quis L. Harris, Atlanta; Edgar rected by Mrs. Bessie J. McA. Love, Baltimore; Charles F. Kenzie,
BapMatthew
St.
of
member
be
will
a
persons
million
General
Board
Methodist
former music teacher
the
than
tist church, will give the morn- Golden, Nashville; Noah W. and choir director foe-the host
reached through the crusade.
of Evangelism.
and
Moore,
jr..
Orleans;
New
ev. Mr. Billingslea said
church. She will be assisted by
The total announced by Dr. n g address when Walker
mental illness is a major cause
Lester was for 57 of the 71 Memorial Christian church Matthew W. Clair, jr., St. Mrs. A. J. Campbell at the preLouis.
SunDay,
of -racial discrimination, crime
opening feature of the Tennesdistricts in the jurisdiction, no celebrates Women's
ami family problems. He said it
reports having been received day, July 8.
see Regular State Congress.
a
Salmor,
Etta
Mae
Mrs.
created a tremendous tax burDr. L A. Hamblin is pastor
member of New Philadelphia
don for mental institutions,
of
the church and president
at
will
speak
church,
Baptist
institutions.
penal
Welfare and
the afternoon program.
of the State Congress.
He said that mental illness Members of the Babel
Dinner will be served all
deserves more attention from World Faith will observe the
day.
the clergy, law - enforcement 112th anniversary of the marMrs. Mozell Hanna is proSLIP-PROOF SWIM
agencies, public hiselth persans tyrdom of the Bab, prophetThe annual Woman's Pro- gram chairman and Elder G.
net, stricken families, and the
The threat of accidents aherald of their faith at a pubgram, at Greenwood CME A. Evans pastor of the church. Rev. Fredrick D. Jordon of
general public.
lic meeting at the Baha'i Cenround your awl/trussing pool
church, 1088 Bellevue Blvd.
The Northern Christian
Los Angeles, Calif., a bishop can
er, 1352 Midterm ave., at 1.1
will climax Sunday, July 8.
be materially reduced if
Leadership conference crusade
in the AME church, is expected
Theme of the program is "The
Against mental illness will be ,a.m., Sunday, July 4. secreto deliver the featured sermon you surface the area with a
Louise Jackson,
Miss
and
Christian
Women
of
Role
spearheaded by Leroy Corner
when St. Andrew AME church, slip-resistant material, such
of the Memphis Baha'i
Their Responsibilities in A
awl Mrs. C. William Billing- tary
887 S. Parkway East, celebrates as quarry tile. Resides helpsays this
Christian World."
stea, field representatives for SPirltual Assembly,
its 95th anniversary. He will
observance is one of 8,000 that
The featured speaker at 11
the N.C.L.C.
ing prevent accidents, real
around the
speak at 10:45 a. m., Sunday.
a.m. service will be Dr. Juanita
Volunteers, both individuals wirl take place
tile won't absorb water, is
simis
significance
St. Andrew church was loWilliamson, an English instrucand organization,.. are asked world. Its
stain and fade proof,' and will
of the
tor at LeMoyne college. At a
to-rite to the Northern Chris- ilar to the observance
and
at
ave.
cated
Calhoun
Able
give years of service with
3:30 p.m. program, Miss Erma
tian Leadership Conference, anniversary of the Crucifixion
St., about 95 years. It moved
littlie or no maintenance.
Clanton, an English teacher at
Ropm p00, 343 S Dearborn at., of Christ.
to its present location last July.
The Bab (meaning the Gate
Melrose high school, will give
Bishop Jordon who diocese
of God) was executed at high
the main speech.
CHOIR ROBES
noon on July 9, 1850 in TabMISS PATRICIA TONFY
General chairman is. Mrs.
is West Africa was once the High Fashion Styling -Superbly
riz, Persia, and over 10,000 of
Ida Mae T. Smith who is a
Tailored - At An Fconnrny
pastor
Eighth
and
of
Towne
His followers were slain. Like
teacher at Lester Elementary
Methodist church in Los Ange- HARRY L. SHAPIRO, Inc.
Christ, the Bab, starting in
school. She also teaches a SunUNIFORM COMPANY
les. He is a world traveler.
1844, had proclaimed a new
314 South Ninon St. — JA 6 4611
day school class at the church.
Coll !or
L Mot. P..orr
code of religious law, and by
is
Elmer
pastor
Rev.
Host
The co-chairman is Mrs. Mar(Member of Mr Zion flautist
precept and example institutMartin. The public is inM.
Church for Information)
Rev.
Paul
guarette
Young.
and
a profound moral
_Mrs. Adele Brown Alexan- ed
Fowlkes is pastor.
MRS. IDA MAE T. SMITH vited to attend the service.
reform. As in the
rip', for many years a devoted spiritual
the priests imChrist.
of
days
welsocial
church,
wcirker in
mortal danfere, and fraternal circles, is mediately scented
their monopoly of powgone. Death came suddenly ger to
Mid,' Patiieta Toney, daugh- Rev. M. C. Merriweather. edier and prestige. They arose in ter of Mr. and Mrs. Torris J tor of the Christian Index, ofJline 19, as result of a heart
and
indignation
sanctimonious
*Wick. ,
of 910 Polk ave., will ficial publication of the Christo execute Toney
be married to Waldo Emerson tian Methodist Episcopal
r Six months age, on January forced the rulers
Him.
414 her husband, Walter Alceremony at Mt. church.
chief Jones II in aCathedral
on Sun- The father of the bride-elect
exander, a refired employee In 1863, one of the
Olive CME
publicBab
the
of
supporters
is principal of Geeter High
of the Public Works Departday, August 12.
that
was
he
that
declared
ly
ment. died. The beloved couPerforming the rites will be school. Mrs. Toney is a member
me
a
c
be
He
One.
Promised
of the faculty of Lakeview
ple were affectionately known
Elementary school.
as Walter and Adele by their known as Baha'u'llah, a title
signiBab
the
by
Him
given
Miss Toney was graduated
neighbors and wide circle of
God.
of
Glory
the
fying
,Iiird in a class of 500 from
friends.
JackMiss
1963,
April,
Next
Booker T. Washington High
-Mrs. Alexander became afBaha'is
school in 1959. She will be a
flicted. with rheumatic con- son says some 19,000
are
senior this fall at Fisk univerdiNens in 1958. and for most followers of Baha'u'llah,
sity where she is majoring in
of the period since then she expected to meet in London.
100th
CHICAGO, Ill. -- The "ef- elementary education.
was confined to her home at England to celebrate the
283,W. Fay ave. Her daughter. anniversary of Baha'u'llah's forts" of a minister of a lead- At Fisk she was on the
remember
ng White Methodist church in Dean's List, She is a member
Mrs. Cora Alexander Black- declaration, and to
sacrifice to Bel o it, Wis.. to have a of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
men, teacher in the public the Bab's supreme
great
this
former Memphian, the Rev. The prospective bridegroom
schools, was a constant corn- prepare the way for
• Olivet- B. Gibson. pastor of the is the son of Atty..and Mrs.
penion to both of her parents announcement.
Central Jurisdiction's Wesley Waldo Jones, jr., of Tulsa,
to:lhe *end.
Methodist church, in that city Okla., and a nephew of Dr.
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor
removed, were deplored in a John Hope Franklin, noted hisof Mississippi Avenue Chrisresolution unanimously adopt- torian and head of the history
tieoshurch assisted.
ed in the closing session of the department of Brooklyn colArr. A. L. McCargo gave
Chicago District meeting of lege in New York.
the eulogy, the recorded serMr. Jones prepared for colthe Lexington conference that
Inikil Which Mrs. Alexander
lege at Phillip's academy at
met here. June 14-15.
had heard him preach over
The resolution commended Andover, Mass., and was gradthe radio just two days before
Rev. Gibson for his "courage- uated from Fisk university
hit jlelith. It was entitled The
ous leadership" as president of with the class of 1962 with deThree Miracles. It was a mespartmental honors in history.
sage. Mrs. Alexander had had
The patioed lawn of Rev. and the Beloit Branch, NAACP. He is a member of Kappa
her, daughter to express to the Mrs. R. L. McRae at 1893 Fer- Before going to Beloit two
pastor her enjoyment for only ber ave., was the setting for years ago he participated in Alpha Psi fraternity. He plans
a matter of hours prior to 'her the final meeting of AME the integration of Central High tp enter the Boston University
School of Law this fall.
falai heart siezure.
Ministers' Wives club on June school in Little Rock, Ark.
native of Charlotte. S. C.. p, with Mesdames Chestine The white pastor requested
she wai born the daughter of Ashurst and Lucinda J. Bailey of Bishop Matthew Clair, jr.,
hat Rev. Gibson be denied reMr, and Mr-. J. W. Brown. as hostesses.
March 13, 1886. She received Mrs. Sarah Garrett, vice appointment to Wesley church.
het, education in the public president, was in charge of the L. Campbell Hospitalized. 1-24
schools of Charlotte and at- business session. It was fol- The well-known sacred-song
writer, Mrs. Lucey Campbell
Inched Livingstone college at lowed by a social.
Salisbury. N. C. Her teaching Others present were Mes- Williams, who maintains a resexperience began in Morgan- dames H. M. Beckett, Kather- idence here and in Nashville,
ton and Charlotte, N. C., and ine Bryant, Rheola Jackson, was suddenly strickened and
she. was en route west to Lillian M. James, Sylvia Jef- hospitalized while attending
Hpghe,s. Ark., to fill a teaching ferson, Evelyn McRae, Sadie the National Sunday School
appointment when she met her Miller, Rosetta Smith, Alma and BTU Congress in Denver,
future- husband, Walter Alex- Starks. Ethel Beavers and Col., last week.
Mrs. Williams: a retired
ander, at Central Station. Cora Gleese.
They .,married Dec. 4. 1813.
Guests induct, d Mesdames Booker T. Washington High
-Mrs. Alexan&r joined Gil- Nezzie Heath, Frances Hill, school teacher, was taken to
fikld Baptist church during the Bernice „Heard, Cora S. Parkes, the Beth Israel hospital in
—
pestorate of the late Rev. J. Ethel T. Nelson, Hattie Threl- Denver, 'the night before she
at
Fuiniture
Automobile,
honored
been
have
to
was
W.../tibbins and remained ac- keld, Jimmie Smith, S. L.
Signature
tin with this church after its Jones, J. B. Boyd. Lucy Brown- a "Lacey Campbell Night,"
merger with Salem to form ing, Lottie, Story, Beulah Ma- sponsored by the Congress. The Met* is a reason wf r ocotillo
Salem-Gilfield Baptist church con and Elder Maude Nelson. celebration was carried out in like to do business with es.
her abeence — amid. sad note. You, too, will like our coat.
with Rev. McCargo as pastor. MINISTERS PRESENT
hums treatment and desire to
When the YMCA movement Among the ministers present
help you.
was launched here with the were Rev. R. L. McRae. C.
-Open Ihtiesday and Irldtly
H.
Paul
E.
Channing
Dr.
Beckett,
L.
of
Ashurst,
R.
support
Nights Until 8.00 P. M.
Tobias, of the YMCA national Beavers. J. Bryant, J. C. MilSaturdays 900 to 100
outor FINANCIP. uu.
office, in 1937, Mrs. Alexan- ler, and Mitchell and Presiding
Home Owned • Homo Operated
411 Colas wed Color
der: berame one of the first Elders F. G. Garrett and J. E.
Conibinetions
COUPE
members of the newly organi- James,
Bodges for Ushers awl
FINANCE COMPANY
zed Woman's Auxiliary of the One new member, Mrs. VirOroonixotIoes
N. its to coy yes he foul
'Y.' She also hetet membership ginia Mitchell, was taken into
loon request"
015111111 FURNITURE PUT.
in:the Ideal Thrift club. Ladies the club.
Pulpit
We.
ran,
'ned end Supervised Ill
Tibia
d•an
111;ierside Comnitinity club. 'I. The club will resume its
the Stute Deportment of
lowers Priem Avelloble
S. Jones Bible Class. The monthly meetings in Septemlq,-,..nc• and looking.
II/11TE FOR FILE CATALOG
Willing Workers club of her ber with Mrs. Katherine Bry2 LOCATIONS
church; and was affiliated ant of 1594 Patton as hostess. SPRINGER FASHION INIFIIMS
161 S. Main. JA. 7-S5$l
with .the Patroness Board of
152 Madison, JA.5-7611
Wsihbrgts,0,0G.
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
She was a Past Matron of
Beautiful Star Chapter No, 4.
Ward Chapel AME church,
Order of Eastern Sr.
'Besides her daughter, Mrs. 1125 S. Parkway East, has
Alexander leaves one brother. made plans to celebrate Young
John W. Brown, and a num- People's Day, Sunday, July 8.
a.m.
ber of nephews, nieces and The featured address at 11
'a expected to be delivered by
OUsins.
s.eouthern Funeral Home had Rev. C. Malone of Early Grove
a
efigrife of arrangements. In- Baptist churob. At 3 p.m.
3
Door
Open
of
Scott
terment took place in New George
the
Park cemetery. Serving as Baptist church will give
main speech.
George
were
,e-tive pallbearers
Miss Reggie A. Brooks is
H. Bartlett, Andrew Henry. chairman of the celebration.
Walter Hill, George Toles and Rev. R. L. McRae is the
church's pastor. .
Fred .f. Waterford.
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Baha'i Faith To
Observe 1126
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St. Andrew Church
To Celebrate Its
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Patricia Toney To Be
Wed Here August 12
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Garrett were held at City Ree4
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
CME church. Eulogy by Rev.
Rev. C. 0. Wilkens preached McCleod. Burial at Forrest
• wonderful Children's Day Hill cemetery.
• ••
sermon at Oakgrove CME
‘i HOLLY SPRINGS
church. Youth Fellowship presLast Sunday was Men's Day
ident, Miss Willie Ester Walton, rendered a very fine pro- at Anderson Chapel. Among
the
on
some
of those who served on
visitors
Among
gram.
program were Alma Fay Chat- the program were Prof. Waltet
man from Miles Memorial; Henderson, Prof. W. H. Ford,
Mrs. Mae Thelma Hawkins Willie Boyd, Prof. Henry S.
from Rocky Mt. MB church; Boyd. Guest speaker was Prof.
Miss Crawford of Harris Chap- John Stewart.
Rev. Oree Broomfield den
el Zion Methodist,
The Pine Grove Masonic livered a powerful sermon last'
Lodge, Number 58 recently cel- Sunday to a large audience., •
ebrated St. John's Day at San- Mrs. W. C. Armstrong spent
ders Chapel MB church with her vacation in Gary,
Ed Stokes worshipful master. visiting relatives and friends.'
Vacation Bible School conA very fine program was renvened at Asbury last week.'
dered.
Naomia Chapter Order of the Also at Anderson. Leadership'
OES, No. 9 helped make up training school will convene
the program with Mrs. E. L. this week at M. I.
Calvin Craine's funeral was
Stokes, worthy matron.
Mrs. Ora L. Hawkins of De- held at Free Branch M. H.
troit was a recent visitor of church last Sunday, Eulogy by
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Hawkins. Rev. C. Collins.
Mrs. Callie Fisher of ChicaShe is a daughter-in-law of
go visited here last week.
Mr. T. F. Hawkins.
• ••
Rev. and Mrs. Oree Broomfield are the proud parents
STARK VILLE
of a fine baby boy.
By LEANDY MOORE
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Rivers The first session of summer
and Phillip Chetham of Chi- school has closed at M. I. and
(sago. Ill., were the week-end Rust colleges.
guests of Mrs. Alberta Rogers
last week. Mrs. Rivers is the
.se
former Selma Chethams. The
41"
hostess entertained them on
Miss Barbera Neal. Hampton
billed is a member of the Saturday evening with an inTHESE LOVELY LASSIES House in Miami, Fla. MemHouse which is a rather new. Nationwide Hotel Associatravelled from M•mphis. bers of the YWCA in Memformal "Coke Party." Guests
tion.
modern motel and villa cornTenn.. to enjoy the luxuries phis. the young ladies' vaincluded Mr. and Mrs. Ivory
WASHINGTON, D. C.
of this facilities at Hampton cation was chaperoned by
Campbell, Mrs. and Mrs. Louis Congressman Sidney R. Yates
Davis, Mrs. Eria Lovely, Mrs. of the 9th Congressional Dis:day party in honor of Mrs.
Mary A. Pearson, Mr. and Mrs. trict of Illinois announced that
Pauline Alexander in her
Willie C. West, Mr. and Mrs. a Civil Service competitive exit
beautiful home. Blue and gold
Forrest Smith, Mrs. Hattie ainination will be held in Chi2
PERU
were carried out as the party
Cross, Mrs. Geneva Gandy and cage on July 9, 1962, for the°
Mrs. Jones.
WARREN
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Mrs. Nannie M. Cushman.
Mrs. Lucille Brooks, of Ft. colors.
Hello there. Here I am again
purpose of selecting candiRev.
serFloyd
conducted
Mrs. Maxine Henry and dates to take the examinatelling you all about the hap- Worth, Texas was a recent The gold and blue net cloth
on
vices
last
scheduled
time
penings in and around War- visitor in our fair city. She over embroidered nylon was Sunday at Waymon AME children. Dian and Maggie Y. tions for the United Statei
Henry, and Miss Gwendolyn Naval, Air Force, and Mervisited her brother and sister- truly a sight to behold. HONren.
Miss Charlotte church. Miss Kanady Beasely Rogers are visiting Mrs. Emma
fast. The registration was in
JOHNSON CITY
Let's talk politics. Now is in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James teases included
will represent Waymon AME A. Johnson and Mrs. Eretha chant Marine Academies for
Mrs.
Alexander
and
David
By COURTLAND R. RHEA order. The meeting of the the time for all of us and I do Yon.
entrance in 1963.
church at the Sunday school Stitt in Chicago, Ill.
Yours truly's brother-in-law, Waymond Alexander w h o convention
Mrs. Elizabeth Hale of 402 Nobles was called to order and mean all of us of voting age
Young men who live in the
in
Michigan
City,
and
corsages.
blue
gold
III,
wore
and
Morris,
Junious
W. Chilhowie .ave., died June a most cordial welcome was to register. If you haven't — Will Briggs, a Rosedale, Okla.
9th Congressional District and Ind.
with
the
dinner
all
birthday
A
visiting
are
brother Vincent
14, at her home. Funeral ser- extended to the visitors by do it now. Start talking about resident of long standing, died
who are interested in entering,
Funeral services for Mrs. relatives in St. Louis, Mo.
vices were held Sunday at the mayor of the city who it and telling your neighbors in the home of his daughter, trimmings was served to the
any of these academies should'
who
last
died
Garnett,
week,
rePrahonoree
The
friends.
many
Maurice
Mrs.
and
Mr.
was
courteous enough to re- about electing a good candi- Miss Callie Briggs, in OklaMarket St. Methodist church
were conducted at Eikenberry ter and children, of Colorado write to Congressman Sidney/
where her body lay in state main until the meeting was date who knows good govern- homa City after a brief illness. ceived many wonderful gifts.
Home. Rev. James Springs, Colo., formerly of R. Yates, Room 1740 New
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CIVIL SIGHTS
As already indicated, t h e
As one local observer put it, Commission could find much
Manager
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"It seems Memphis got a par- to compliment in the Civil
ade of civil "sights," rather Rights area in Memphis. MemTHADDEUS T. STOKES
Editor
than an investigation of civil phis has placed itself in the
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rights so far as the observed front ranks of American cities
tendency of the Commission which have used a realistic, rema Tri-Stat• Deierider Dees Not Tak• Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
that came to town "indicated." strained, and responsible apA little probing brought out proach toward the solution of
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that he meant that the Federal the knotty problems of civil
at Memphis, Tennessee. Under Atli of Mere h 2. 11179.
Civil Rights Commission that rights. Just saying, "Give 'em
came to Memphis last week, their rights" over-simplyfies
reportedly to look into the things.
state of civil rights, primarily Each issue has to be worked
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
as they affect Negroes in this out step by step, despite the
community, seemed to have haste demanded bymore impacalled for a listing of mostly tient elements. Memphis, like
bright side of the picture to Houston, Texas, and several
find room for complimenting other major Southern and
Memphis on its progress in the Northern cities that could be
area. The Commission's few cited, has tended to take these
criticisms were for the most steps.
part mild. However, nobody No fair-minded citizen could
The anti-colonialist tide, which was Belgium could keep the troops there knows
what the Commission's take too much issue with Comthought to have been checked, last after independence if the two new states conclusions and
recommenda- missioner Claude Armour's rewinter, is rising again in the wake of so desired.
tions will be in its report to port, for example. His dedicapolitical developments of far reaching imMeanwhile, the Casablanca group, President Kennedy, who set up tion and efficiency as a law
plications to black Africa as well as the composed of- Ghana, Guinea, Morocco, the group*.
enforcement officer are pretty
outside world.
the United Arab Republic and Mali It must be admitted that the apparent to everybody. He's
The sixteenth session of the United showed similar restraint regarding the Commission could find much to why there's been virtually no
Nations' General Assembly was re- Congo, despite the inconclusive negotia- compliment relative to progress violence in the local integraconvened specifically for the purpose of tions between Premier Cyrille Adoula in the civil rights area in Mem- tion program.
passing judgment on Belgium's plan to. and Moise Tshombe, President of phis. But evidently the critic It must be admitted that the
quoted above doesn't want the statements of Dr. Stanley Ish,
grant independence to Ruanda-Uranch Katanga Province.
Commission to get "carried Jr., and of Dr. Vasco Smith,
July
1.
on
Soviet Union has not repeated away" too much on the "all's were forthright, intelligent,
The
Despite British disapproval, the Asits abortive attempt of last January to right with Memphis" angle. and revealing. A particularly
sembly's Steering Committee has re- force
Security Council debate on the Dr. R. Q. Venson, well-known enthusiastic reaction was apcommended the addition of the Southern Congoawithout
the African's support. civic figure in Memphis, per- parent among those who listenRhodesian question to the agenda, and
himself to be quoted ed to Dr. Smith. Both men
•
However, many newly independent mitted
the Assembly debate is expected to last African states have such a rooted dis- as follows: "How do I appraise well-stated the cases for the
the Civil Rights Commission's Negro doctor and dentist in
for some days.
trust of the former colonial powers that
These, however, are only two of the this era of moderation seems to be at hearing of last week? Well, I Memphis. Both struck a strong
think it was nothing but a psy- blow for Negro health in this
colonial issues which will occupy the an end. These suspicious coloted
the re- chological political circus . . . comipunity.
attention of the United Nations this
report of the commission that in- with President Kennedy play- Yet, there was no rancor or
summer. Special committees, set up by cent
vestigated the death of Secretary Gen- ing politics on the civil rights bitterness. Nobody ,got mad.
the General Assembly to check into eral
Hammarlcs
By LOUIS CASSELS
will be held Aug. 13-15 at tion asserting that southerr.
in an air crash in issue, for the perpetuation of And the Commission hearers
South Africa's administration of South Central Africa jold
the Kennedy image as a de- apparently wanted it that way.
Loyola-on-the Potomac, a re- Baptists regard the entire
last September.
United
Internationa
Press
West Africa and Portugal's administral
fender
of
civil
rights . . . when No doubt this attitude created
treat house operated by the
The commission, composed largely of all he
Bible as "the authoritative,
tion of her African empire, are also in African
has done is promise, but an atmosphere which made the
Catholic, Ortho- Catholic archdiocese of Wash. authentic, infallible
and Asian members, rejected has really
word of
done
nothing
but rest of the Commission's pro- dox and Jewish organizatio ing on, D. C.
action.
ns
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vention has appointed a spe- T h e Russian Orthodox
fast year to checkup on compliance with evidence,
the commission in its report King was just about good as
of the Commission's procommittee of 24 members church was accepted into memcialton
the anti-colonial declaration of 1960, is darkly suggested
that somehow Mr. out already.
ceedings in Memphis must be The first step in the inter- to prepare a "statement of bership in the World Council
expected to continue its work almost up Hammarskj
old's plane had been shot . "But, the incident helped on the positive side. It was faith campaign was taken this Baptist faith" to serve as a of Churches last November.
to the opening of the seventeenth Gen- down by connivanc
week. Leaders of the major doctrinal guide for
the denom- N o w, five more Russian
e between the author- create a useful image on the good that the Commission came'faiths issued -a call
for a "na- ination's seminaries
eral Assembly session in September.
civil
rights
for
side
Kennedy.
to
Memphis
prepared
and other churches are applying for
to
see the tional conference
ities of Katanga and Rhodesia.
on
religion agencies The committee will membership in the World
The revival of the more drastia spirit
Commission going around good that's been done here in
Last week the Assembly's commission This
race"
and
to
meet
in
Chicago be composed of the presidents Council. The new applicants
now is designed to perpetuate the realm of Civil Rights.
of anticolonialism has come as a sur- for Ruanda-Ur
of state Baptist conventions. include the major Baptist and
prise to Western delegates, who were presentatives andi, composed of re- this do-nothing, but deceptive On the other hand, Dr. Ven- next January.
of
Ethiopia,
Haiti,
Iran,
image, by using big-name, sup- son sounded a fundamental The announced purpose of It's appointment is the out- Lutheran bodies in the Soviet
prematurely encouraged by the modera- Morocco and Togo,
had
the
to
acquiesce in posedly liberal educators and note when he referred to the
Chicago conference is "to growth of sharp controversy Union. ,They have an aggretion shown by the Committee of Seven- Belgium's
decision to set up two separate lawyers, and thus further lull- sad results which will obtain, bring the, joint moral forces of over charges that liberal the. gate membership of about six
teen when it began work early this states.
churches and synagogues ology has reared its head in million. Their
the
This may raise practical as well as ing Negroes to sleep with emp- if the local Negro is lulled to
applications
year.
ty promises." Of course Dr. sleep with the idea that "Ev- to bear on the problem or some southern Baptist semin- will be considered by thAlk
constitutional problems.
At that time the African-Asian memracial
segregation
"
and
to
aries.
Venson
world
looked through the erything's coppacedde in Memcouncil's central coW
Britain insists that she does not have
bers rejected Soviet efforts to have the the rightto
highlight "the distinctive role The committee will use a mitts* when it meets in Paris
impose her views on either eyes of a Republican stalwart. phis." Now, whatchubet!!
that religious institutions have statement of faith adopted by in August,
Committee pick a fight with Britain in the Federation
or Southern Rhodesia,
to play" in removing racial southern Baptists in 1925 as a Admission of Russian churthe hope that Britain would refuse any and hence
does not admit United Nabarriers from American life model for its labors. It is ex- ches to the World
kind of cooperation with the Committee. tions
Council has
jurisdiction.
Conveners of the conference tpecteidotnoreafsofiurtmsrtn
he
yptis
The General Assembly, in February,
het been sharply critized in some
If the General Assembly now extends
traditional
are
Archbishop
Baptist
William
quarters
E.
on the grounds that
showed similar moderation in the case its jurisdictio
n over the remaining
Cousins of Milwaukee, chair- commitment to a conserve- they are under the control of
of Ruanda-Urundi. Instead of endorsing colonies
the
man of the social action de- tive or fundamentalist view of the Soviet government. World
African
and
Asian
members
the Soviet demand for the complete will gain
partment of t h e National the scriptures.
an important new instrument Plight
Council leaders say, however,
withdrawal of Belgian troops by July 1. in their fight
Catholic Welfare Conference; It will be operating under a that contacts with fellow
for the immediate liquiThe General Assembly agreed that dation of
NASHVILLE — "The Amer- deply concerned with this Dr. Julius Mark, president of clear mandate from the denom- Christians in' other lands will
colonialism.
lean Negro struggle for equal problem because there can be the Synagorie Council of ination's recent annual meet- help sustain Russian churches
rights is coming during an era occasions for disaster, and America; and Irwin Miller, ing in San Francisco, which in their struggle for survival
president of t h e National unanimously adopted a resolu- under Communist rule.
when people all over the needed Medical treatment."
world are crying for freedom," In the area of increasing Council of Churches.
Meharry Medical College's knowledge,
Dr. Wesley said More than 40 religious or- ••••••••••••••.....••••*****••••••••••••••1
graduates were told recently. America
needs educated peo- ganizations have been invited
"The fight for dignity of pie creative,
initiative minds to send delegates to the meetDiscrimination in public housing is
self, irrespective of poverty or and a dynamic
•
desire. "Our ing, which will be the first of
still a grossly neglected issue. Yet it is need to re-think the basic premises of color has been woven into an society suffers because
we do its kind to held on an inter-•
public
the
housing
programs.
•
Those
who
indelible
patern
of
unity in not have men who are dyna- faith basis.
an area which is second to none in its
•
essentiality to the democratic process. are in the field of housing and public the society of mankind," Dr. inn% and because there are too
administra
tion
have
responsibil
a
Charles
it,
H.
A
Wesley,
petition
president
to
the
Vatican is lei
Residential proximity tends to breed which
m a n y people mechanically
stretches beyond the successful of Central State College, Wil- trained,
neighborhood interest in both the phy- operation
working as machines being circulated widely among;
Roman
berforce,
0.
of
told
Catholic
existing
92
graduates
programs.
parishes
in •
.t
in single fields.
sical and cultural aspects of community
the United States. It asks that
They must be willing to put aside the at Meharry's 87th commenceliving.
need
We
those
who
will
con- permission be granted for the
vves
luxury of complacency,
Let UN pray . . . or should motive — Some came in order
face up to meDnrt exercises.
On the other hand, the other side of hard problems, take a to
Wesley
id that three tinue their preparation, those use of the English language" we wait to see what the state that
fresh
look
at
they might have freedo
do
who
not
cease
graduawith
in the celebration of the Mass of Tennessee and
the social Coin — the reverse side — re- traditional solutions and
"exploysions" are taking
the 48 other of religion — freedom of a.
and other sacraments,
place today: the explosion of tion, and ithose who
presents a major impediment to the find the courage to offer most of all to great
states
will say about it. The sembly — freedom of speech —
possiblewhotheataa'nndmentof wthe
and advocate population; the explosion of in
tille turn
;
s
Sponsors of the petition say state of Tennessee says that freedom of the
propagation of those principles which a corrective formula for
integrated hous- knowledge; and the explosion h
that Pope John XXIII did not we must start each school day other freedoms press — and
form the basic framework of a free ing.
of thought and
of freedom. He said that Ne- their powers to challenge rea- intend to rule out the use of off with prayer and the readsociety.
action.
Open occupancy would be a desirable groes are a part of each ex- lities," Dr. Wesley told the modern languages
of
ing
in
a
some
portion
of
the Bible. Christianity can neither be
54 NI.D.'s, 22 D.D.S.'s, 11 nurs- portions of the
When people live together, they objective toward which all public hous- plosion.
Mass when he The U. S. Supreme court says legislated into or out
es, 3 dental hygienists and 2 issued
of man's
develop mutual respect, an abiding sense ing should strive. Though here and there CONTINUOUS SHIFTING
a decree confirming we are not compelled to pray heart.
of reciprocal goodwill and collective are token fulfillments of this concept, on . He told
Latin as the official language and read the Bible to start a Religion
gerxadEsaitoleNns7tahnadt medical technologists.
is accepted or reHe explained to the gradu- of the Catholic church,
population
commitment to community welfare and the whole segregation is the basic prac- .t.he P°
school day.
jected according to individual
improvement.
tice indulged in by most public housing in continuous shift of Ne- ates that only through creative Some highranking prelates Any law which forces one taste. I think we Americans
groes from the South to the thinking, advancement in ed- share this view. Cardinal Lar- to pray and read the Bible is show by
These bind the people together in an authorities.
our membership in
and belief in attaining raona, prefect of the Sacred infringing on the freedom of
254 religious bodies within the
This condition will continue to prevail North and ficim rural to urban ucation
unspoken social compact that ultimately
areas are major problems in the impossible will one be Congregation of Rite s religion. And if a state inacts a continental
United States, that
translates itself into delightful demo- until the Federal government refuses to the United States. '
,
you as, able to live a dynamic life in Rome, recently predicted levy which forces one to pray
we are innately a religious
give financial assistance to municipalities medical graduates should be which
cratic living.
and
read
mechanical.
is not
that the forthcoming Vatican
.a portion of the Bible people. In 1954 there were
an
that insist on perpetuating their pattern
council will approve use of daily. It may eventually give a estimated 97,482,811
There is an urgent and imperative of housing
persons afsegregation.
modern languages in the first prescribed prayer for us to say filiated with some religious
portion of the Mass, which in- ... and a prescribed portion of body. In other words,
approxieludes the reading of scrip- the Bible to read.
mately 00.3 per cent of
up the new members of the
ture lessons.
Thus .. . in a cunning way population had membershipour
in
•• •
the same state will invalidate one of the 254 religious
family. How can they do this?
bodies.
the
"freedom
of
religion"
guarBy including .Christ in their
Billy Graham's Chicago
Protestant membership lead
Crusade, which lasted 18 days, anteed citizens in the first with 57,124,142. Next was the
plans.
JOHN H. SINGSTACKE
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The Tide Is Rising Again

Churches Join In Efforts To Halt
Racial Injustices In Religion
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So What

Letters
To The Editor

was one of the shortest he ras amendment of the U. S. Consti- Roman Catholics with approxiever conducted in a major met- tution.
mately 32,403,332. The Jewish
ropolitan area. But it also was Let me inject here. I think faith boasted approximately 5,one of the most intensive, that a man should say a prayer 500,000. Then came the East*
with a total attendance of every day. I think that a man Orthodox with 2,024,219. NA.

It hurts me Ito set young boys
and girls ell headed down the

broad road of destruction, with
nothing being done to turn
them in the opposite direction.
Dear Editor:
These problems cannot and We should pray as never beThe stinging public criticism will not be solved just by pub- fore in an effort to curb this
of our Negro teachers and stu- lic utterances from the Board or delinquency.
dents by the Memphis Board Superintendent; neither
will Parents themselves should
of Education and our superin- they be solved by an all-white be righteous and receive the
tendent, Mr. E. C. Stimbert, board or ell-white adminis- blessing the Lord has promised
substantiates the long stand- trators of our school
system. for those who "Withhold not
ing NAACP contention that Only by a co-ordinated attack correction for the child:
for if
racial segregation and racial from all segments of our
com- thou beatest him with a rod,
discrimination a r e synony- munity, casting aside all feel- he shall not die." Proverbs
23:
MOUS.
ings and actions of racial su- 13.
No one will deny that we periority and/or inferiority can There are certain rules •
have in our school system far we expect to rid this communi- home should maintain if a child
too many inferior Negro teach- ty of this unnecessary a n d is to
be brought up as the Lord
ers. most of whom are pro- senseless waste of manpower. would
have them. Parents
ducts themselves of inferior
Jesse H. Turner
should know at all time where
segregated
school systems:
Memphis Branch, NAACP the children are, and especially
many chose teaching careers
•• •
during the night
because they are

denied emThere are some *rigs which
ployment in their field of in- Dear Editor:
terest. because they a r e NeNe- Parents are wondering why contribute to delinquency, end
have so many juvenile de- these include drinking, progroes, and finally many of
groes:
thee* teachers who are gen- linquency problems these days. fane language, gambling and
uinely interested in the teach- I will agree that children are general neglect of decency.
ing profession are not excell- problems these days, but there Parents, try God's way and
ing because of lack of moti- is a reason. •
see if some of this delinquency
vation resulting from discrim- A child should be trained be- can't be eliminated.
inatory methods under which fore he is born, just as et
Mrs. Lorene Brown
the Merqphift Board of Educa- parent A.should prepare them1314 Glenn Street
tion opehates.
selves tor the:again bringing
Memphis, Tenn.

703,000 persons,

should read a portion of the was the Old Catholic and

PolBible every day. However, I ish National Catholic
•• •
with 367.1
Sixty Protestant clergymen still realize that every man 918 and last Buddists with apfrom eastern states have ac- doesn't think like I think about proximately 63,000.
prayers and-or Bible reading'. We Americans have
cepted invitations to a threedone an
eadmirable job in keeping the
day retreat which will be con- RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
Are
we
getting
too
far
away
state affairs separated f r o in
ducted by Fr. Gustave Weigel,
S. .1., one of America's lead- from the reason that our fore- church affairs. I regret that
fathers
came
to
America
in
the
the U. S. Supreme Court was
ing Catholic scholars,
first place? All of
The retreat will include a not inspired and them were placed in a• situation which
"demonstration Mass" recited the same stimuli motivated by forced it to take a position —;
as Christopher
Or another.
entirely in English,
frank Columbia's.— to find the near- one way
us pray for Americans
discussions of
tanteath- eat route to India — some came of Let
all religious faiths. Let us
olic differences in theology. It to America free
of the profit- pray for America:

The People Speak

get to the door and stopped
beside me. When the door
opened, I stepped aside to allow a passenger to get off. Not
coming Out. As I Was al, nit in
enter, a very fat coiffi eri wom- this girl. She pushed her way
an came rushing from the inM the train between rue and
turned
,
right of me, shoved me, turned the passenger, then .
around and gave both of us
Dear Editor
around, threw her head up and
mean
look.
I am white. I am angry! An spat into the air I was surSo. you see, I really cannot
incident last week and one to- prised, but overlooked it.
day makes me very sore. On This morning, at the HIM give colored people a break.
They give none themselves.
51st at. and the elevated, the spot, and as the train
slowed
Irain stopped, with the door for the stop, a young;,.colOred
'1'. Johnson,
in front of me. No one was girl ran
along the platform to
5248 it Halsted at.
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Doodle

VANIER TIME ELIMINATES SCENES LIKE MIS.
I JUST WANTED YOU TO SEE THIS
13EFORE/ ELIMINATE'MS ONE/
.

Dear Mme Chante: I am a Dear Mme Chants: I would
young, single man, 25 years Ilk. to meet • woman who is
old; 5 feet, 8 inches tall, 125 looking for • good man and
lbs. Desire friendship with later marriage. She must not
young, attractive Catholic lady be from Chicago or New York,
between the ages of 18 and between the ages of 25 and
30 who will accept me as I 35. I am 37. 5 fist. 7 inches
am. Someone who will assist tall, medium brown complexand understand me and give ion; work every day. She can
1,4
love and affection. Would like have one child, but no more.
to be assocatetd with each I like sports, movies and
other a year or more before dancing. Please send picture
marriage. — Robert E. Ander- in first loiter. I shall do like sin, 13706 S. Green, Chicago, wise. — E. Harris. 4820 S.
JUS1 I4ELP ME
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.
is CAN OC ASNES NER,
•••
•••
1
QU
.
At-1
'NE
"CO
....
Dear Mme. Chants: You Dear Mine Chante: I hope
oak.
......
, „...,...... -,1„„
have helped so many. I am you can help me find a comwondering if you will help panion. I am a bachelor, 45,
me. I am looking for a nice dark complexion, 5 feet, 10
church man between the ages inches tall and weigh 168 lbs.
of SS and 85. I am 50. have • Employed, but very lonely. I
good job. member of the am seeking a woman between
Church of God in Christ. 37 and 45. Color and religion
Would like to meet a gentle- no obstacle. Prefer woman
man of that faith or of the with no children and free to
Baptist faith. I am 4 fest. 101/2 marry. Would like photo in
inches tall, weight 149 lbs. first letter. — Francis E. HarLike TV and sight-seeing. Will ris, General Delivery, Grand
answer all mall. — Mrs. D. Rapids, Mich.
Vellar Allen, 3245 S. Calumet
Ave.. Chicago 16, Ill.
•••
Dear Mine Chante I am a
lonesome divorcee, age 50, 170
lbs, 5 feet 3 inches tall, medium brown skin: Baptist faith.
Like all kinds of sports. Would
like to meet a nice man between the ages of 45 and 70.
A new concept was born G. Robinson, Robert Carson,
He must be in good health.
when THE UNIVERSAL IN- Wilbur Lewis, all of SpringWill answer all letters. —
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
field, Ohio; and Sanders Stone
Mrs. Mary Davie, 1112 CorTER - RACIAL ORDER OF
of Dayton, Ohio.
One class of parliamentary nell, Indianapolis, Ind.
EMIRS (U10E) was organized
Herbert E. Jones was elect•••
motions is called "subsidiary
recently in Springfield, Ohio. ed Supreme Director; Dr. Leo
Dear Mme. Chant*: I am 27
motions" and the motions in
U10E came into existence G. Robinson, Supreme Organthis class have for their pur- years old, 5 feet. 9 inches tall,
for the purpose of promoting izer; and Rev. C. H. Cobb
pose getting rid of the main weigh 180 lbs, light complexdemocracy, seurity, ediaca- (Chicago) Supreme Chaplain.
motion, either temporarily or ion. At present I am in the
tion and fellowship among all
Mrs. Herbert E. Jones is
hospital, recovering from an
permanently.
peoples without regard to race now forming women's auxiThe motion "to amend" be- accident. My regular occupais draftsman-designer. JAMES H. ETHRIDGE of Co- or religion. Also to foster ade- liaries in Chicago, Washinglongs to this class and has tion
quate programs to meet the ton, and New York. The profor its purpose changing the Would like to meet a young lumbus, Ohio, has been named needs of our youth.
gram is now under way in
wording of the main motion lady with marriage in mind. Community Services and Hons. To further emphasize the many other areas throughout
so as to make it more agree- All letters will be answered. frig Secretary for the Columbus organization's intent, an insur- the country.
able to the members. When and photo.. exchanged. — Urban League, it was an. ance plan was adopted, giving Sanders Stone was appoint.
this is done, it is thought that Arthur Green, VA Hospital, nounced by Chester H. Jones, $500 policies to each person E. Wilkerson, Grand Organiexecutive direct or of the who joins and remains in good
the members will be willing to Sheridan, Wyoming.
zed Grand Director and James
vote upon the motion one way
•
standing. This policy recogni- zer for State of Ohio.
Mme
Dear
am
I
Chante:
deassociated
the
with
Department
or another.
zes no age barrier and is isMaceo White of Dayton,
This, however, is one pro- sirous of corresponding with of Urban Renewal's family ri. sued through the Victory Mu- Ohio, will handle Public Recedure for getting rid of the pen pals around 30 years old. location office. He is a native tual Insurance co. of Chicago. lations affairs for UI0E. His
I will be anxiously awaiting of West Virginia and a gradumotion before the house.
Present at the "Kick-off agency will explore every posAmong the motions in the replies. — Miss M. B. Mac- ate of West Virginia State Col. Meeting" in Springfield, Ohio, sibility to promote UIOE's
subsidiary class are, the mo- kengie, 55 Charlton Rd., lege. He also studied in the were Herbert E. Jones of three-point program including
tion to postpone definitely, re- Harlesden, N. D., 10, London, Franklin University School of Washington, D. C.; Wayne Ba- housing for the elderly, nursLaw.
fer to a committee, lay on the England.
ker: Louis Cousins, Orville inng homes and youth protable, call for the previous
Turner, Jack Redman, Dr. Leo grams. •
to right) are Dr. R. P. Dan- activities at the college, • question, limit or extend limit
RECEIVING CERTIFICATE
nephew of the recipient; Mrs. of debate, amend, and postof Merit at Virginia State iels, president of Virginia
college, Petersburg. Va., was State, who presented the J. C. Nelson, Dr. and Mrs. pone indefinitely.
Upon request, the writer
award; Dr. James C. Nelson, C. F. Nelson and his son, VirDr. Clifton F. Nelson (third
from right), Lawrenceville. professor of physical educa- gil, a junior at Virginia Slats. will prepare speeches suitable
for various occasions and purVa. physician. Pictured (left tion and director of student
poses.
WASHINGTON, D. C. —At ers for their efforts in regisREADERS: For my parliatering new voters and for supmentary chart of motions, the call of A. T'. Walden, Geor- orting the
programs of Presisend fifty cents to Dr. M. H. gia Democratic leader, 25 Ne- dent Kennedy.
Boulware, Florida A&M Uni- gro Democratic Party leaders
versity, Box 310-A, Tallahas- from eight Southern States TOP LEADERSHIP
Walden stated: "These delesee, Fla. Questions will be anmet in Atlanta, and organized gates represent the top leaderswered for the readers in this
the Southern Democratic Con- ship in their various commucolumn.
ference.
nities and states. Included in
The new group voted to this number are members of
to
contributed
has
that
man
learning.
higher
(if
Imam
The
—
Va.
PETERSBURG,
make registration of Negroes city councils, lawyers, educaa\conservative Southside Virgi- Since completing medical the stability of the Negro comthroughout the South their tors and other holders of high
na town of Lawrenceville and school at Howard University, munity. It is estimated that
first order of business. Calling public offices. They are all
surrounding Brunswick Coun- where he also received his 60 percent of the Negroes in
for support of the program of loyal Democrats and have
ty have not been the same undergraduate degree, Dr. Nel- the County own their homes.
President John F. Kennedy been for years, and are all
since "Doc" Nelson became son has known the hardships When the Supreme Court Dethe leaders urged complete vitally interested in the polithe area's only Negro medical of a country doctor, though cision of 1954 caused the LawGREENSBORO, N. C.—On representation by Negroes on cy, procedures and operations
doctor more than 30 years ago. in recent years he has been renceville bank to refuse cred9, four CORE groups in local, county, and state Demo- of the Democratic Party at
June
DR. L. H. FOSTER
DR. W. A. HUNTER
In the heart of Virginia's accepted as a member of the it to the Negro farmer, Dr. North Carotin picketed drive- cratic committees.
national, state and local levels.
"Black Belt" along the south- Staff of the hospital in Em- Nelson helped to establish a ins of the McDonald hamburA. T. Walden was elected "It was the consensus of the
ern tier of the state where poria which serves Brunswick local Credit Union. He, himchairman of the new organiself, made personal loans with- ger chain demanding that they zation which will hold its next group that the most import- U
there is a preponderance of County.
Coordinating
ant tool in the arsenal of demdesegregated.
be
the
out security, to many of
Negroes, Clifton Frederick GETS AWARD
was CORE field meeting in September in Bir- ocracy with which to achieve
Virginia State College pre- l'armers who found themselves the action
Ala.
M. D., has served
mingham,
Nelson
first-class citizenship is the insecretary, B. Elton Cox.
Brunswick's 14,000 Negroes sented Dr. Nelson a Certifi- in financial difficulty.
telligent use of the ballot and
Four ministers were among ELECTS LEADERS
and many others since 1930 cate of Merit at its recent Early in the 1930's Dr. Nel- the 27 persons who picketed
The following leaders were that accordingly, our efforts
when he began his practice in Commencement Exercises in son was one of the organizers here in Greensboro. Other elected—vice-chairmen: A. P. must be intensified and conbecame view of his accomplishments. of the Brunswick Committee,
Lawrenceville and
INSTITUTE, In connection with his duTUSKEGEE
picket lines and protest ac- Tureaud of New Orleans, John centrated upon the sharpenIt is probably the unceas- a group of Negroes whose sole
medical director of St. Paul's
ir: ing of that tool in cooperation Ala. — Four African countries, ties as a member of the Adarm,ofN.BC.
u.rhj
ey
wBairltlinogfslD
tions took place in Durham, s. Stewart
the
of
leadership
driving
about
purpose was to bring
College, the area's only insti- ing,
insimilarly
groups
other
Liberia and visory Commission Dr. Foster
Burlington
with
Nigeria,
Ghana,
High Point and
more equitable conditions in
mingham, Robert E. Lillard of terested."
Sierra Leone, will be visited will consult with Liberian ofGraham.
chilNegro
of
the education
Nashville, Henry H. ArringDemocratic by Tuskegee's president, Dr. ficials on the possibility of
dren in Brunswick County. One of the picket signs at ton of Miami, John H. McCray The southern
conference adopted a five L. H. Foster, during June and establishing similar training
"Mc!—Don't
said:
Point
High
reefforts
their
of
result
The
of Charleston, S. C., and Robcalling for (1) July. He is going as a mem- programs in other parts of the
sulted in the erection of the Set America Back--Get on the ert L. Smith of Jackson, Miss. point program
removal of barriers to regis- ber of the U. S. advisory Com- country.
number of
J.Solomon Russell high school. Right Track." A
The body also elected J.
Negro representa- mislion for International CulThe Zorzor Institute, locatIn 1959 he was cited as man passing drivers slowed down Irving Scott of Jacksonville, tration, (2)
tion at all levels of party ac- tural and Educational Affairs. ed in the Zorzor district of
of the year in Brunswick Coun- or stopped to observe the
An inspection of the teach- the Western Province near the
a Fla. as treasurer, Rev. Mack jjyity (3) full recognition of
ty for meritorious service. He pickets. By quiting time,
E. Sharpe of Beaufort, S. C. as
clubs in the south er-training program of the town of Fissebu, commemoratwas given the Silver Beaver group of white youths had chaplain and Warren Cochrane Democratic
(4) elimination of white su- Zotzor Rural Training Insti- ed its first anniversary eeryAward in 1956 by the Old assembled on the drive'in's
of Atlanta as secretary.
premacy slogans and racial tute, Zorzor, Liberia, which ices on April 8. The school is
'Dominion Area of Boy Scouts parking space, but there was
The group was addressed by designations on ballots as used the Institute sponsors in coop- a replica program design of
of America. He was appointed no incident.
the deputy chairman of the in Alabama and Louisiana and eration with the U. S. Agency Tuskegee and is staffed by the
director of the Brunswick
drive to enroll for International Development, Institute.
County Tuberculosis Associa- recent inaugural reception of Democratic National Commit- (5) Intensive
Negroes in the will be one phase of Dr. FosDr. Foster's tour is under
tion (1948), examining physi- Gov. Albertis S. Harrison, the tee, Louis Martin and the As- registered
party through in- ter's tour. Dr. William A. Hun- the sponsorship of the U. S.
cian of the Selective Service Governor received Dr. Nelson sociate White House Press Democratic
of
school
Secretary, Andrew Hatcher, creased patronage in federal ter, dean of the
State Department. During his
Board and a member of the
in the education here, will accompa- visit Dr. Foster will confer
Board of the Virginia League and his wife as "my people Both Martin and Hatcher con- agencies operating
Foster.
Dr
ny
gratulated the southern lead- south
with officials on matters of
,,f Planned Parenthood. At the from Lawrenceville."
iticational and cultural acvites.
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ham, has been selected
TWO RECENT North Carolimn Institute.
Ail
an independent organisation
lina college graduates es
Before 1935, the Institutor
/
ler
change congratulations upon :n teach his specialty in East
id, nearly all incendiary
Africa. Hall and Cameron had
their appointment to teach
es were started by juveniles,
another distinction in commg positions in Africa. Willie
mon while undergraduates
or mentally disturbed
indals
Hell (left), an English major
ae—
•
'MP
persons. But in the past three
from Charlotte, has been se- at NCC — they were both
team the activities of the pro.lected by the Peace Corps editors of NCC's Prise winlessional arsonist have berme
to teach in Ethiopia, and ning $tud•nt newspaper,
ed steadily.
Thomas Cameron (right), a can-paean in 1959 and Hall in
chemistry major from Due. I 1142.
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New Interracial Order
Founded At Ohio Meet

Yes, We
All Talk

New Group Of Negro
Democrats Push Voting

Country Doctor In Virginia Area
Cited For His Untiring Services

CORE Pickets
Cafe Chain

.S. Sends Tuskegee
Prexy On African Tour
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Cecil Kent Here
For Visit With

:

Cecil A. Kent, Sr., son of
Mrs. Janie Kent of 1052 Shaw
pl., and the late Marshall
Kent, was in Memphis recently with his family to visit his
mother and other members of
the family and friends.
While here, they were
guests of his aunt, Mrs. Louella
Scott and two sisters, Mrs.
Frances Kent Sinclair and
Mrs. Jean Kent Strickland.
With him were his wife,
Mrs. Elizabeth Kent, and their
two children, Cecil Kent, jr.,
five, and Jane Kent, three.
The Kents are residents of
Detroit where he is employed
with the Bureau of Sanitary
Engineering for the Detroit
Health Department.
Kent, a 1940 graduate of
LeMoyne college, attended
Howard university in Washington, D. C., and was graduated from the University of
Michigan School of Public
Health.
Mrs. Kent, an alumna of
Spelman college in Atlanta,
has a doctoral degree from
the University of Michigan
and is director of nursing education at Lafayette Clinic of
the Michigan Department of
Mental Health.

Merry •
Go-Round

•
•
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
•,•••...••••••••••••••,

What's Year Postal Lg.?
-rum 0
FAidiE

OPEN HOUSE
could view and ascend the in
OPEN HOUSE was never triguing Space Needle for a
ntoee opulent than when MRS. revolving dining session! Oh
ROSE
WOLF-SNEED
we - well, there's the New York
coined members of the Thrift World Fair coming up in a
Social club and scads of friends couple more years, and man's
at her lovely home at 1117 E. imagination will have taken
James at, The occasion was a a further view into the future
brilliant prelude to a season
L TRUE.-13usinesa reply cards and envelopes may not be
An interesting letter from
given to beautiful al fresc Miss Frances
pasted, stapled, or taped on as an address label. When obTharpe tells us
events, when summer provides her
served in the mail,, these improperly prepared articles are II
circuitous trip West the
the glorious mantel of lush will
treated as nonmailable. If the identity of the mailer can be
include Seattle. Before
lawns, flowers, shrubbery and leaving for
determined, the piece will be returned for postage. If not
Denver for the
warm weather for bright decor NEA
identified, the matter wit' be disposed of as waste; or if
Convention and the Bap
ative schemes and artistic in tist BTU and
sealed, as dead mail.
Sunday School
nova tion s.
Congress, she attended the
The information shown above should not be confused with
The open house scene created Tennessee Federation of Womthe use of businees reply labels which are authorized. If
was one of an unusual pie en's Clubs at Nashville, where
you have a question concerning buaineas reply mail. please
turesque garden party with a she presided as state chairman
contact your local postmaster.
background of soft pastel col of the Art Department. It has
ors of yellow, white and pink grown from a one-room groject
Hanging Japanese lantern. to a five-room project and has
threw lighted reflections on
hopes of becoming nationally
rock garden containing 175 recognized.
tulips and circled with lighted
Miss Tharpe also told us that
wrought iron hurricane lamps some
of the delegates and
In the midst of the garden friends who attended this conanother beautiful scene was vention
in Nashville were
COATESVILLE, Penn. — problem as it effects Negroes.
By GRACE WILLIAMS
the refreshment table, over- Mesdames Mary W. Robinson,
Wives of the members of the Mrs. Eliza G. Howard ,o
"Life within doors has few
laid with an imported Italian Marie L. Adams, Mary
Pioneer club of Chester county Coatesville, on behalf of the
D. King,
Pleasanter prospects than a
lace cloth. Garden flowers cen- Flora Cochrane, Zana Ward,
were guests at the final din- Pioneer wives, expressed the
MRS. HAROLD R. SIMS
neatly arranged and well pro- ner-meeting
tered the table that was laden Inez Glenn, Rebecca
Tate,
that was held re- groups appreciation. She tdld
vided breakfast table."
with delicious morsels.
Edith Scott, Freddie Jones,
cently in Zinn's Diner here. of a project now in its third
Hawthorne said that, and it
' At the head of the receiving Annie Higins, Mrs. McClennan
After a brief business ses- Year, in which the wives had
is the theme of our discussion sion following
line, the charming hostess and Mrs. Taylor.
an elaborate held a benefit dinner for Sum'
this week—"a neatly arranged dinner
was a study of beautiful groom- Following
Judge Sidney Clark, a nycrest Farm in Cheyney.41.
her stay in Denver
breakfast
provided
well
and
ing, wearing a silver sheath for the two aforementioned
34-year-old Negro member of BENEFIT DINNER
t a b I e" or "Breakfast without the bar
dress, a perfect foil for her meetings, Miss
in Wilmington, Del., This year the dinner
Tharpe will
will be
hustle."
diamond jewelry and a hand- visit Los Angeles, San Francisdelivered an address on "Ca- held in July on
the campus
ways
discuss
will
some
We
some orchid.
reers."
co and Oakland, Portland and
and for the benefit of Downo remove the bargain-saleOthers in line were John W. then the magic lure of
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
long lace sleeves and a scallop- ,immediately following t h e our-alarm-fire aspect from the He particularly stressed the ingtown Industrial and Agrithe
Wolf, tier son, from Amarillo, Fair.
edged sabrina neckline jewel- ceremony at the Parisienne breakfast table, and make importance to-Negroes of ac- cultural school.
Texas; her daughter, Mrs. MORE WEST COAST
Capt. and Mrs. Harold RuNEWS
led with irridescent sequins Room of the Army Officers breakfast a less strenuous &f- tive participation in political
H. R. Barnett, Mr. Barnett and
affairs.
JOHNETTA AND Emmi t dolph Sims are on an. idyllic and pearls. A glittering star- Mess Club at the Memphis
air and as Mr. Hawthorne YEAR'S ACTIVITIES
their daughter, Georgetta, of Hozay out Los Angeles
Bermuda honeymoon, but
TOLD
way
lit crown of rhinestones and General Depot.
prospect."
pleasant
"a
said,
Knoxville; and her niece, Mrs. have gone to Seattle via
Memphis
will long remember simulated pearls held her
PortFrom the canopied entrance, Breakfast deserves to be a Pioneer president, Harold P.
Albert Pryor and her husband, land, and will continue to Can- their formal wedding of June
three-tier veil of silk illusion. guests were delighted with the serene, well-planned occasion. Denny of West Chester, conMr. Pryor.
ducted the meeting and told
ada for a three week vacation. 25, held at Martin Memorial Her corsage was of imported spacious and modern decor of
We feel, and nutritionists agree, briefly of this year's activities.
Temple at 6:30 p. rn.. and the
Mrs. Thelma Whalum intro- She sends word, too, that
John
tropical orchids.
the beautiful club and accom, that it is the most important
duced guests to the receiving Avery and Rita Olive are in brilliant reception given br
James
H. N. Waring jr., of
New members weie welpanying rooms. Every window meal of the day. It breaks the
line. Mrs. Selma Smith sang L. A. for the National Insur- the bride's parents, Mr. and ATTENDANTS
Downing town welcomed the comed when DAC club held a
and Rev. A. McEwen Williams ance Convention which will Mrs. John J. Taylor of 631 Jen- The bride's attendants wore was beautiful with white urns long fast between the evening guests and Raymond A. Lemon recent meeting at the residence
silk taffeta sheath dresses of filled with masses of white meal and the next noon meal,
of St. John Baptist church gave attract many Memphians. in- nette.
of Downington, club secretary, of Mrs. Alberta Ford of N. Dunaqua Silk organza over match- gladiolus and stock.
It is needed for energy to work introduced them.
the invocation.
cluding Johnetta's brother and The impressive double-ring ing silk
lap at- One of the new memFour
bars
dispensed
cocktaffeta,
their
skirts
and play. Breakfast should con- William H. Ranson of CoatAmong the many guests at sister-in-law, Maceo and Har- ceremony was performed by
bers was Mrs. Lucy Lewis.
the party were Mesdames riette Walker, and their "Can- the Rev. W. Walker before a overlaid with skirts of the silk tails and assorted drinks of tain one fourth to one third of esville gave a 10 minute talk
Winner of a gift box was
choice; and bridal punch was he days' nourishment. If you
setting of glowing tree candle- organza descending from low
H. L. B. Mosley, Juanita Cole, dy" and Tony.
on intergration in the public Mrs. Minnie L. Allen. Next
served
from
two
waistlines
tables
overwhich
opened
at
don't
meal
first
the
this
eat
of
the
Rosa Lee Trotter, Johnnie KATHERYN PERRY Thomas labrum entwined with Southern
laid wtih white and garlanded day, you may have accidents school of Chester county and meeting of the club is sch
Graham, Jannie Bennett, Edna and her mother, Mrs.
similax, standing baskets of front and tied with bows at the
released incomplete figures on uled for July 19 at the .
honnee
Rena
with
Jackson
vines.
waists.
Their
headresses
were
n
morning.
late
Campbell, Irma Varnado, Ber- Perry, left on the midday
jet white gladiolus and stock, the crowns of simulated pearls The bride's table was over- Many people have fainted as the number of Negro teachers Mrs. Mary A. Collins, 1000 Deltha J. Baskin, Gladys Webb, flight to Los Angeles where wrought-iron standards also
now employed in the county. mar st.
result of skipping breakfast.
Mary Smith, Eliza Falls, Geor- they will spend a month with entwined with similax, flanked fastened to circular silk illu- laid in white satin with garClub members recently visitlands of Jackson vine. Amid This happens quite often when NEGRO HOMES
sion
veils.
Wearing
matching
by
stylized
gia M. Arnold of Knoxville-, the members of their clan who
trees of white roses
Slides of about 40 modern ed the Western State hospital
satin pumps, their bouquets these scenes of beauty, and he blood sugar gets too low homes built
Memory Bishop, Georgia At- reside there. They too will visit and gladiolus.
recently in t h e where they are doing volunteer
Fashionable guests arrived were five pink orchids and five with the Emerson Able band from fasting. Doctors sometime county by Negroes Were shown work. Mrs. Geraldine Smith is
kins, Ophelia Phillips, Bessie the Fair.
Claybrook, Juanita Alle n, FROM ALASKA
early to hear the program of pink carnations with cascading providing music for dancing, all this "An acute attack of by Clifford W. DeBaptiste. He president. Mrs. Alberta Ford is
the dancing reception was no-breakfast fatigue."
Reather McGinnie, Sadie Gur- 'Twas wonderful to see Col. nuptial music played by Mrs. pink satin ribbons.
talked briefly on the housing club reporter.
Miss Hazel Abron, a senior marked by the uniforms of Now for some ways to take
ney, Mary K. James, Maude Luke Weathers, Laverne, and Jeff Cole at the organ and
at Bennett college, Greensboro, many top ranking officers of he hustle out of breakfast and
Mosley, Maurice Fowler. Carrie their handsome children last soloist Harold Brooks.
N. C. was the maid of honor. the Depot and officers of the make it a "pleasant prospect."
Rhodes, Belle Pettigrew, Min- week on leave from
their post WEDDING
The big secret is advance preAs the strains of the wed- Bridesmaids were Miss Eliza- club.
nie Rideout, Mary Belle Dick- up in the upper reaches of
Centering the spacious area paration. A little bit of bustling
son, Elnora Bowen, Bessie M. Alaska. Luke has added some ding processional came forth, beth Bradshaw, Miss Barbara
Adams,
Goldsboro.
of
N.
the back section of the club round the house at night will
C., both
Rice, Agatha Dye. Jeannette weight, which on him looks the hushed audience anxiously
Flynn, Willie Roby, Wilma fine; and Laverne says that awaited the presence of the 1962 graduates of Spelman; was the handsome refreshment eliminate most of the bustle in
Miss
Brenda
Sue
Hill,
table
Gladewhich featured a center- the morning.
White Blaydes, Mattie Allen, someone has told him that he lovely bride, as the procession
Julius White, A. V. McGhee, is looking more like the late made its way to the sanctuary. water, Texas, Miss Mona Rae piece of gladiolus and stock, Here are our 10 secrets for
Given in marriage by her Norman, Birmingham, Ala., flanked by a branched sterling
good breakfast:
and her daughter, Utoka Quar- Clark Gable, and we heartily
candlelabrum with lighted
les, Mable Evans and Bessie agree.
1. Plan ahead what you wish
father, Miss Taylor was a vis- both Spelman seniors.
whee
Capt.
Sims'
man
best
tapers,
was
casting
his
ion
a
soft
of ethereal loveliness wearto serve, and get things
B. Steward.
Laverne is the principal at
And Mr. and Mrs. Charles the post school there and they ing an Alfred Angelo original brother, Benjamin W. Sims, jr., glow on the array Of menu
ready in advance.
and
his
items
groomsmen
were
which
were
John
enhanced
W. McPherson. Miss Evelyn are the only Negro
by
gown
styled by Edythe Vin2. Set an attractive table the
family for
Jean Stinnard, Mr. and Mrs. hundreds of miles. Their lives cent. Fashioned of silk organza R. Taylor, brother of the bride; sculptured roses, tinted tn
night before.
William
shades
Woodruff,
of
Eldridge
pink
and
green,
Benito Casem, Sr.. William there sounds idyllic,
fashenhanced
3.
by
Skip the bedtime snack or
elegant re-emdevoid of
Femthing, Mr. and Mrs T. any of the tensions and frus- broidered atencon lace over Mitchell and Elder Warren ioned from the rims of grapemake it light.
fru]. and lemons — all the 4. Get a good night's
R. McClennan, Miss Patricia trating elements of the
taffeta, the bouffant skirt, ac- Moore.
rest.
typical
Little Carla Stotts was the handiwork of Henric Ander- 5. Get all the
McClennan, Miss Linda Roy, urban dweller. They are so cented by silk organza and lace
family up in
MR. AND MRS. JAMES MAYS
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ellison, Mr. utterly relaxed that
rosetts, swept into a graceful flower girl, wearing a dress son of the Memphis Country
time
to
eat
together (if
it may
of white silk ordandy, an aqua Clui) who supervised the beauand Mrs. Thomas Hayes, jr., be possible their presence will chapel train.
someone must leave early,
The lace basque bodice had sach and matching flower tiful table for Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. C. J. Bates and his moth- radiate to their friends
plan a special family breakand
basket and pink shoes. She is Taylor.
er. Mrs. Bates, Dr. Clara thus have a pronounced effect
fast on his at-home day.)
the
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. The bridal menu of cream
Brawner, Mr. and Mrs. Peter on us all.
6. Allow enough time to eat
Bennie Moore and many more. Carl Stotts,
cheese and imported Romaine
M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. MORE SOUTHLAND
and enjoy it.
BRILLIANT WEDDING
Master
Bern
Holley,
caviar
son of
mold, minced ham, 7. Cultivate cheerfulness.
Johnson, Miss Anna Polk. Miss We lost some of our notes RECEPTION
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Holley
Paul
was
turkey, pimento cheese on
Lydia Collier. Mrs. Louella taken at the recent Southland
8. Allow some individual
The wedding reception given
Parker, Rev. and Mrs. A. Mc- Press Party, and having re- at the Officers Club at Army the ring bearer, and he wore green, pink and white bread
choice of kind and amount
a
white
linen
suit.
and
relish
assortments was
Ewen Williams, Rev. and Mrs. captured them we note here General Depot by Mr. and Mrs.
of food where practical, as
served.
Assisting
MOTHER
at
the
recepAND SISTER
L. 0. Vasser, Rev. and Mrs. some of the other people we John Taylor for their lovely
in dry cereals.
Mrs. Taylor, the bride's tion were Miss Rosie Lee 9. Avoid sameness from
D. B. Birdige. Mr. and Mrs. saw at the K-9 Club having daughter. Lana. following her
A former Memphian, Miss He is a graduate of Prairie
day
Jesse Smith, Mr. and Mrs. P. scads of fun were Thelma Ezel- wedding to Capt. Harold Sims mother, chose a pink silk linen Blanchard, Miss Marilyn Isabel
to day.
Carlean Clay, was married to View A&M college of Prairie
and
Miss
sheath
Lilly
dress
Ann
Abron.
which
Crowder, Mr. and Mrs. Willie le, Robert (Honey Boy) Thom- at Martin Temple Saturday be10 Be prompt, and so avoid James Mays in a ceremony in View, Texas, and has done furfeatured
Anderson, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. as, Helen Shelby. the Frank fore last, set a new local high latticed lace, matching silk GUESTS
hurying.
the home of her aunt, Mrs. ther study at Chicago Teacher's
Willie Garrett, Percy Milligan, Scotts. Sam and Cenetta Qualls, in wedding parties. Emerson pumps and a hat of pink flowAmong the guests at the When you follow our 10
se- Bessie Acles, in Chicago on college. He is a teacher in the
beautiful reception were Lt. crets religiously, we
a professor at Southern uni- Wilhelmien Lockard, Katie Able's orchestra, four bars dis- ers.
Chicago school system.
guarantee June 23.
versity, and Miss Jewel Gen- Coleman Murray of New York pensing any drink desired, The groom's sister, Mrs. Va- Col. and Mrs. Archie L. Grif- here will be no bustle at
Among the out - of - town
break- The wedding was followed
lois
Perry's
dress
was
fith,
of
pink
Lt.
Col.
try.
Mrs.
fast
and
Thomas
time.
City, Adelaide Randall, Doro- scores of high ranking military
with a reception in the Marine Mrs. Clay, the bride's mother;
Mrs. Sneed is the mother of thy Montgomery, LeMoyne's brass and scads of admiring chantilly lace. Both Mrs. Tay- D. Willhoit, Col. and Mrs. Shel- "A Guide To Goad
Eating" is room of the Southmoor hotel Mrs. Mays, mother of the
the late Willie A. Wolf.
Dr. Singh, Rose Goodman, John guests, many dancing and lor and Mrs. Perry's corsages by L. Gillette, (Col. Gillette is a service provided for the read- with many Chicagoans and out- groom; Mrs. M. K. Bell, San
the commanding officer of the ers of the Tri-State
WEST COAST MECCA
and Ruth Parker — John was watching the lovely bride be- were of white orchids.
Defend- of-town friends there to ex- Francisco; Miss Carolyn Mays,
Memphis General Depot), Maj- er through the
All roads do not lead to the center of much attraction, ing whirled about the floor of FAMILY AND GUESTS
cooperation of tend best wishes to the couple. a recent graduate of Hampton
Borne, as evidenced by the looking so well since his recent the smart club, marked the Proud on-lookers were the or and Mrs. Ronald J. Roberts, the Memphis Dairy
Council. The bride is the daughter of Institute, and other relatives
. thousands of people all over illness, — Verlon Johnson, event top-drawer. Later at bride's grandfather, Jerry Tay- Lt. Hubert L. Redding, Mrs. Mrs. Williams is a teacher
of Mr. and Mrs. Alex Clay, jr., of the couple.
our fair land and abroad who Walter Bailey, Lawton and their home, we saw the happy lor, Sr.; her aunt and uncle, Ada Davidson, the social sec- Home Economics at
Manassas
of Memphis, and a graduate The couple will make their
are headed for Seattle and the Ruby Jackson, A. B. Bland, couple making preparations Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Taylor, jr., retary of Memphis Country high school.
home in Chicago.
of
Manassas High school.
Century 21 World's Fair. Man-,y John and Walterine Outlaw, for their midnight flight to a and cousins, Jerry Lynne, Lo- Club, and Thayne Muller.
Mrs.
Mays
received
her
retta,
Annette and Ray Tay- The bride is a senior at SpelMemphians will be in that Ruby Hines. Ginsy Mitchell, ne'er to-be-forgotten honeyCapt. Sims is in the 13th bachelor
of science degree in
throng; and how we wish we Gertrude Holly, Sgt. and Mrs. moon at Bermuda. From there, lor.
man college in Atlanta, where Psychological
CAN YOU USE
The
groom's
family included she will continue her studies at Fort Bragg,Warfare Group foods and nutrition from Tentheir wedding trip will include
N. C. He was nessee State university and a
a stay in New York before re- Mrs. Johnnie Johnson of New this Fall. She is an honor grad- graduated cum
laude from graduate of Michael Reese HosMORE
turning to Memphis to pick up Orleans, and his uncle, Dr. uate of Booker T. Washington Southern university
and has pital's Dietary Internship detheir car and head for Fort L. I. Rayford of Grenada, Miss. High school where she was done graduate work
at the Uni- partment.
Bragg later this month, where Out-of-town guests included listed in Whoa Who Among versity of Poona,
Bombay, InMr. and Mrs. Charlie Moreland, High School Students. At SpelMrs. Mays is a hospital dietthey will make their'home.
dia,
and
Johns
Hopkins uni- Ulan at Cook County hospital
and their daughter, Lisa, of man she is a member of the
CROUND FLOOR
BACK TO PHILLY
versity.
and a former teacher in the
SUMO( BUILDING
Chris Roulhac motored back Atlanta, Ga. Mrs. Moreland is Official Hostess club, was an
Following
their
wedding
trip, Memphis City school system.
to Philadelphia last Friday after a professor of political science exchange student at Carlton' Capt. and Mrs.
'WHICIf ff":005 MCI YOU
Sims will live
The groom's parents are
057 51715,PINJIAl
a two week visit with his fam- at Spelman college. They were college, Northfield, Minn., and at Fort Bragg.
SI fIVIC1
Prof. and Mrs. J. S. Mays of
ily. The Roulhecs have a busy the house guests of Mr. and is president of the senior class
Elkhart, Texas.
at Spellman.
schedule ahead, Nell is plan- mil. Harold Whalum.
ning to go to Kentucky, and SWANK RECEPTION
also to the Jack and Jill con- Mr. and Mrs. Taylor were
vention at Milwaukee, before hosts at a brilliant reception
LEARN THE ART OF
the whole family heads west honoring Capt. and Mrs. Sims
io Seattle and other points on
milk
, 'he West Coast in August.
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A Guide Pioneer Club Fetes Wives,
To Eating Hears Judge Clark Speak

Honeymoon In Bermuda Follows Brilliant
Wedding, Reception For The Harold R. Sims

New Members
Welcomed Into
DAC Social Club

Former Memphian Wed
To Chicago Teacher
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FAMU Playmakers To Present
A Series Of Shows In Europe

Lakeviewing With Gerri

The National Award winning with her son and daughter-incommunity is steadily making law, she will make a return
TALLA I A SSE E
Florida show where the muscial wouldprogress. Appointment of a so- trek to home Sunday.
A&M University Playmakers be impracticable, it was said.
. . Smitty and Nedra are
cial director is the most recent
have been selected by t h e Professor Compton Bell or
announcement for this exclus- busy hosting Winnie (Mrs. IrAmerican Educational Theater the University of Colorado,ive subdivision in the south- vin Wallace), Nedra's stepAssociation and the USO to who is chairman of the Ameri—
western section of the Bluff mother, from the City of the
present its shows to American can Educational Theater AsAngels. The vivacious matron
City,
G1's stationed in Europe, uni- sociation's overseas touring'
arrived last week via jet. With
NEW MANAGEMENT
versity officials have been in- committee, has written Dr..
Some Lakeviewites are per- her is Carolyn, her energetic
formed by the USO.
Gore that "selection for such..
haps wondering who the new and personable young daughThe invitation to the Play- a tour reflects credit on the.
manager is. He is the forcible ter. Scooter, Phil, Tracy Lael
makers
through
was extended
work of your theater departRoy Kavanaugh. Jr., whose and Carolyn are having a grand BELL'S EXHIBIT — Ground
Telephone and Telegraph
apparent motto is "Progress. time together. After a few was broken recently for the company said, "This dra- Dr. George W. Gore, ir., presi- ment and on your university,
of
the
dent
university,
and
he
since only nine colleges are semy most important product." weeks' rest, the family will go Bell Telephone System exmatic display will illustrate
A personable and likeable per- to Ruston, Louisiana, to visit hibit building at the 1264.85 how the Dell System has ex- reported that t h e Florida lected each year f o r these
Control
State
Board
of
has
givbetours."
sonality, his office is open at other relatives and friends
New York Weird's Fair at panded man's ability to com- en approval for the
group to NON PROFIT
all times to the residents of fore Winnie and Carolyn re- Flushing Meadow Park. It
municate through science and make the trip.
West
Coast.
Memphis
for
turn
to
the
Lakeview and
will be in the form of • technology. It will show the TO
USO, which operates USO
LEAVE NEXT FEB.
RECUPERATING
Ideas, conferences, etc.
floating wing 400 feet long. close relationship between
The European tour of the Shows, Dr. Gore noted, is a
To our convalescents, Mell 24 feet above the ground and
A look at Lakeview's horonon-profit organization founddevelopment of conununIca.
scope foretells news and plea- (Mrs. Percy Gill) and Robert supported at four points. lions and the achievement of A&M Playmakers will start ed to provide service to the
next February and will inMebane, we wish a speedy re- Speaking at an informal the
surable living a-plenty.
Fair's main theme — clude stops in France, Ger- military to rces of the U. S.
Your scribe) will be report- covery. Mell is recovering at ground.breaking ceremony, Peace Through
Understand- many and Italy, whera shows It is financed entirely by voling the activities and perpa- her lovely Peace Street home Frederick R. Kappel, board Mg."
An estimated 23 million will be given for members of untary contributions of the
tetics of these illustrations sub- from injuries received in an chairman of the American
will visit the exhibits.
t h e American armed forces American public through comurbanites weekly in this col- auto accident recently.
and their families stationed munity fund drives such as
Robert, a recuperative at
umn.
the United Fund.
• 9
in these countries.
Crump Memorial Hospital, is
TRAVELERS — HO!
The tour is expected to last T h e projected European
If you're looking for the reportedly satisfying his phyGifin(r
for seven weeks and a musical tour of the FAMU PlaymakJacksons (Dr. and Mrs. H. sician.
drama, "Simply Heavenly," ers is the second time t h e
Ralph and Siblings), you will . . . Sadly missed by LakeThis amazing game called only preparing a sermon as he written by Langston Hughes group has been invited to perfind them en route to Wash- viewites is Mrs. Edith Mason
form overseas. In 1958, the
ington, Philly and points of mother of Mrs. Ozean Gipson golf, - - ohr the steps it will goes from tee to green he is has been tentatively selected
for production. As alternate Playmakers were selected to
interest, East, where they will of 4921 Peace. She is remem- make you take to improve also playing superb golf.
Old man river and the entertainment for small halls Perform in several African nabe for the next three weeks. bered for her charm and lov- your game, Charles Pride hits
tions and proved highly suc. . Mabel (Mrs. Charles C. able personality by those who his woods left handed and his woody area of Riverside is or out of doors, the groups will
irons right and scores well claiming lots of new golf balls. have in readiness a variety cessful.
Jones), is in the Windy City knew and loved her.
where her father, Will Garner, PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE will the switch. Laferre Har- Ask Henry Oates. Dr. and Mrs.
is recuperating. She will leave Joe Atkins, amicable and vi- ris started out golfing from Cook of Carruthersville, Mo.,
there and travel to and along brant young principal of Corry the right side but has decided are back golfing their regular
the East Coast for several Junior High School, is antici- he hits a better and longer ball days. Edward Lewis, jr., is
still taking friends out to enweeks, spending time with rel- pating receipt of his Master's from the left.
Tuberculosis infection dur- wise to have chest X-rays of
atives and friends before re- Degree at Tennessee A & I Lenard Laster was a star joy luxury golfing at Milling. ing infancy occurs more often the subject, members of his
witness
of
the
change
over.
ton.
Richard
(Tuff)
Green
August.
University,
in
State
turning.
than many people suspect. family and close friends in
. . . . Neale, as she is affec- Fred Garner, teacher at Off and on golfer, Mrs. Mary plays the course as if he were Specialists today are urging order to seek out the original
hitting
ball
in
on
the
at
Beal,
is
the
long
layou
t.
On
Mrs.
High
School,
is
Douglass
tionately called, (Mrs. Henry
the universal use of the tu- source of infection.
A.) is in the Razorback state Columbia University working again. Buddy Tarpley's golf Odessa Dickens next visit, she berculin test from birth through TOP VALUE
visiting relatives. This ener- on his Master's . . Verastein game is sneaking up on his will not be permitted to use adolescence.
The value of the tuberculin
getic personality is in and out (Mrs. Harold Goodrich) and golfing cronies without warn- the ladies tees, she hits the The tuberculin test utilizes test in inestimable to future
of Memphis, so we have to Valois (Mrs.) Moses Perry are ing. The good minister is not ball too long from there.
the injection of a small amount generations, in that, previously
check her travelers' guide also doing graduate work at
of extract from inactivated tu- unsuspected cases of tubercuTennessee State.
weekly.
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
WITNESSES
berculosis germs under t h e losis are being discovered.
Last • weekend was filled . . . Cards from A. D. and
skin
of the patient, or "scratch- Prompt treatment of tuberAmong the presiding miniswith activities for Arvon and Hester (Mr. and Mrs. Albert Some 3,000 delegates, includ- ters and congregations expect- ing" it on the surface of the culosis will halt the disease as
Chappie Thigpen. Lakeview- Miller) informed friends that ing 1,000 Negroes and whites ed at the convention are skin. Fortunately, a positive well as protect the public
ites were happy to see their the University of Minnesota is from Memphis congregations, George Yarbrough, Fairhaven; reaction to the tuberculin test health.
former residents in their midst. a great place to be. A. D. was will attend a convention in Wesley Cranford, Airways: does not necessarily mean that In conclusion, it should be
They now reside in Plainfield, granted a stipend from the Na- Jackson, Tenn., from July d- David Velark, Klondike, and the tested child has active tu- pointed out that although tuN. J. where the chaplain is tional Science Foundation to B.
berculosis is primarily a disWillie Dixon, West Junction. berculosis.
serving at nearby Lyons' VA do further study in the natural Convention manager and cirA positive tuberculin test ease of adults, it kills approxisciences
and
minister
of
the
West
Tenastronomy.
cuit
hospital. Allen and Willford
only indicates that the child mately 1,500 children under
Plan 'Freebie' Week
• • •
nessee district, Jack B. Ruals
accompanied their parents to
has been infected at some time the age of fifteen in the United
For ALL social and personal said the delegates are eager to
Memphis.
MARSHALL, Texas — with the tubercle bacillus and States each year, with most of
... Harold and Martha Gal- activities, Lakeviewites are improve their Bible knowl- Freshman Week at Wiley Col- has become sensitive. Actually, the deaths occurring under two
loway have as their houseguest urged to call Gerri Little at edge at the sessions to be held lege is slated for Sept. 13-17. the majority of tuberculin re- years of age.
t
the Jackson State Fair- Registration for upper class- actors are not active cases. In A great deal of adult tuberMrs. Alice Galloway, Harold's EX 7-9876.
ground.
Mom, from Bessemer, Ala. She
men is set for Sept. 17-18. All children over three years of culosis results from a reinfechas been feted with a round of
He said the delegates will classes meet on Sept. 19. For- age, it indicates evidence of a tion. Consequently, the time
bar-b-q's friends and gone
be shown the latest techniques mal opening of 89th Annual past infection which may or and extent of the first infection
fishing several times, a favorof the Watchtower Bible and Session will be held ,on Sept. may not be active,
during childhood has a direct
ite sport of hers. Having enTract Society by a representa- 25. President Cole will give As soon as a reactor is dis- effect on the course of adult
joyed three wonderful weeks
tive from the publishing house his annual address.
covered among children, it is tuberculosis.
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IT'S YOU!!
July 31st And August 31st Are Payoff Days
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A SUMMER CONTEST! NEWSBOYS!
Win Cash Prizes By Selling More Papers During Summer
Months! New Winners Will Be Announced At The End Of
July and August
1st Prize — $15.00 2nd Prize — $10.00 3rd Prize — $5.00
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from top three boys selling
greatest number of papers above weekly quota at the end
of July and August.
A picture of first prize winners and members of their
families will appear in the TRI-STATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

-..•••••••"

Pictures of second and third prize winners will also
be published.
Earn extra money during summer vacation.. Enter the
nc\k shot. contest this week.
(• ontest is open to current and future newsboys.

Remember!!!!
July 31st
August 1st
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— AT THE DRIVE-IN
LAST NIGHT WE WERE
WATCHING TH/S UTTERLY
PAEULOUS
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Secret Agent X9

By Bob Lewis

7WINGE1 LEANS OvER,
purs 1-05 ARM AROUND
ME, AND SAYS —

gover
go to
who h
game
ACross

WINGGV'S I5001cE
AGAIN!SO WE'RE
PARKING N AND
WATCHING

rv

NO I MONT'
SPEND WIV
HONEY 01+1 OTHEQ
DATES.' AND I
CAN PROVE Ir."

LAST WEEK WE
WENT TO TWO
MOvias — AND I

Ir. go.
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AGAIN!
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by Bud Sagendorf
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DAILY FORTUNE FINDER

HE KIND OF
OveR010 IT,
DIDN'T PleT

Ti, ;earn your "Fortune" for today
from the stars, write in
of the alphabet corresponding to the
the letters
logical period in which you were born. numerals on the line of the vitro.
You will find it fun.
1 2 3 41 5 6 7 S 1110 11 121314
13 14171311110
11113324 2S U
411C0
F01411
KLMNOPORSTUVWX
JAH.12A 13 16 IR 15 22 5 13 5 14
20
19
14
5 1 18
Fla. 20
-F/I.210 24 16 1 14 4 9 14 7 19
21 3 3 5 19 19
MAR. 20
MAlt.217 15 15 4 20 9 4 9 14
7 19 1 A 5 1 4
APR. 20
AP4.11fl 5 1 18 20 33 1 4
5 12 9 7 8 20 5 18
MAY 20
MAY 215 25 5 19 1 18 5 712 1
4 4 5 14 5 4
JUNg 21
JUNI 21. 8 21 14 1 14
4
6
lii
10
12
9 3 4 1 25 19
JULY 23
JULY 24- 4 9 22
5 18 20 9 14 7 5
16 9 19 15 4 5
AUG.22
AU0.23- 3 18 1 22 9
14 7 22 9 12 1.2 2
WT.33
5 13 5 20
--4307.24- 2 21 12 12 25
7
15
15
4
IR
5
16
15 18 20 19
OCT.13.
00.141 12 12 21 18 9 14
7 7 1 18 13 5 14 20
.21
19
NOV.23- 6 1 22 15 18 1
2 12 5 14 5 23
NC. 22
20 21 18 14
NC. 231 23 5 5 11 5 14
4 4 5 12 9 f g
JAN. 11
go 19
4

YEAH! IT tE,TNE FozsT TIME
I HAS EMIR 450N A SWAB
DROWNIN' IN 4ANDRia-IEs!
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3 NC Mutual
Men At Meet
In Toronto

Sports

I

HORIZON1

Two Famous July Days
Explained By Stewart
By EDGAR T. STEWART

Thirteen colonies rebelled
against England and became a
nation. Their motto, "E Pluribus Unum," has 13 letters, but
the colonies became the world'a
greatest nation.
LUCKY THIRTEENS
It is said that the UniversIty
of Pennsylvania was chartered
on a Friday the 13th. Colgate
was founded by 13 men with
13 articles and $13. Both have
become great schools.
This writer played on a lot:Abell team down at Jackson college that started the season
with only 13 players and without a coach that ate at Table
13 in the dining room. We won
the first game 13 to 0 and Bad
a perfect season.
The year this writer was
horn a ship went down with
the loss of 249 lives. The lone
survivor, the passenger that
had occupied Cabin 13.

Most people know July 4 13
R. C. W. Perry, A. E. Spears, Independence Day. A large
when it comes the time that
PATTERSON QUICK
jr., and James 1 Bolden repre- number are aware that Friday
This is the final episode of the grunt and groaner needs
sented the North Carolina the 13th is supposed to be a
an interview with former to avail himself with tricks
Mutual Life Insurance com- "bad luck day."
ones
burly
the
self-defense,
champifor
World's heavyweight
pany at the 40th International
Although most people know
have
assortment
diversified
a
Walcott
during
on, Jersey Joe
Conference of the Insurance that the Fourth is a holiday.
watchAfter
their
at
command.
appearance
the ex-champ's
Accounting and Statistical As- many could not tell you why
here recently at the Amphi- ing the grapplers closely since
sociation in its annual meet- it is celebrated. I recently.
theater as referee on the wrest- becoming a mat official in 1947
ing held in Toronto, Canada, heard one person say it was
Walcott believes the boxer
ling program.
recently.
the day Negro slavery began
disadvantage
a
at
be
would
According to the 1951 heavyThe Insurance Accounting in America.
The
pugiwrestler.
the
against
forththe
weight title claimant,
The first week brings us the
and Statistical Association is
coming superduper spectacular list would have to get in a big
devoted to the study, research Fourth, while the second this
between Champion Floyd Pat- punch to subdue his age old
and development of modern year will bring us Friday, the
terson and Sonny Liston should theoretical foe.
theory, practice and procedure thirteenth.
be a real slam-bang affair. The This scribe recollected havOn July 4, 1776, the Amerias applied to insurance accountagirudge brawl is slated for Chi- ing used the same auditorium
ing and statistics.
can colonies of England deWigo's Comiskey Park in late dressing room that was being
Its purpose is to employ the clared themselves free of EngSeptember. Walcott wouldn't used for the Walcott interview
most efficient, practical and land and an independent naventure a guess on the out- while participating in ballets, AT HIS ALMA MATER — grim from Amherst college, horst President Calvin
tion, I h e United States of
come of the struggle that might (not the formal type) a gradu- Dr. Hollis Freeman Price, Amherst. Mass., during the Plimpton, right. Dr. Price was economical methods necessary America.
meet the increasing demands
gross over $650,000 and a pos- ation, and as a professional president of LeMoyne col- school's recent 14111 com- gradu•trici from Amh•rst to
The Declaration of Indepenof management fo4 information
sible quarter of a million dollar cage player, (the latter as an lege, is shown receiving his mencement •xtircise. Conwith the class of 1927.
regarding the affairs of its dence is a formal declaration
paycheck to Patterson, but list- extra with an undermanned honorary doctor of laws de- gratulating Dr. Price la Am or announcement stating why
member companies
'ad Liston's big punch and his Goose Tatum traveling troupe).
Perry is assistant secretary the colonies were leaving the
ability to take one as import- It was quite a change of scento deny them their and supervisor of home office British government.
law
the
Pick U p Payment on Norg•
ant to the tough luck challeng- ery to be there in the midst of
rights and thier 'dignity rath- operations at North Carolina ELIMINATE NUMBER
500 lb. Frirmr —S1.90 wk.
er, whose biggest adversary to two ex-champs. Former heavytrying to "help" them. Mutual, James I. Bolden is
superstithan
the
er
of
source
The
Norg• Auto, Wash•r
weight wrestling champ Lou
date has been himself.
ourselves as a manager of the tabulating de- tion about Friday the 13th is
help
would
We
"Patterson moves fast, arid Thez shared the same dressing
would only begin partment, and A. E. Spears, jr., said to have been the last sup- Pick Up Payment on 3 pea.
we
if
nation
has two good hands, plus he facilities with Walcott.
to realize how much we hurt assistant controller.
per of Jesus and the AposUea, French Pray, cherry bed rm.
shows a lot of courage by fight- FULL FORCE
the world image we seek to
when there were 13 diners Suite. 3 pm Whit* French
State
The
UniverTennessee
ing back when hurt," commentcreate by our treatment of of the
and Christ died on a Friday.
Prey, bed rm. sult•. 8 pct.
and
Marshall,
Thurgood
sity
athletic
staff
showed
up
ed Walcott. "The boxer that
dark visitors.
Some hotels have no room Cherry dinning rm. suite
the
in
but
—
Weavers
Bob
the
in
Bluff
the
City
laSt
weekend
likethe
first
be
hurt
will
gets
The African doesn't need
place of the just plain Negro 13. Many football teams have Living rm, suite, tables &
with a contingent geared to
ly loser," he added.
our help as much as we need
who cannot understand no uniforms with that number, lamps.
citizen
scrape the city clean of its top
MARCIANO FIASCO
syndi - is fine for Mr. Spivack to ake courage and courtesy to eval- why the battle for medicare and some people will not make
Jersey Joe is currently em- athletes. The group was enter- Robri G Spivack,
Pick Up Payment on Mag.
New note of the fact that Negroes uate him as a fellow human should be fought more vigor- contracts on that date.
ployed by his home city of tained last Friday night at the ated columnist for The
in America, this
Negro
The
side.
on
Motorola Stereo —A REAL
other
look
Ds
the
Let
the
into
brought
been
have
one
and
ne,
wipe
to
ously than the battle
Camden, N. J., as a special in- homes of Calvin Halliburton York Herald-Tribu
news- Coast Guard Academy — and writer believes, doesn't want out the deadly virus of racial I had a friend who was crip- BUY.
vestigator for the Juvenile 13u- and Pr. I. A. Watson, Jr. In- Of the most respected
moral,
his
pled in football when a boy, C•Il Erne•t Jon" WH 8-2666
this we applaud — we are not help. He wants
prejudice.
and also assists with rec- cluded were Athletic Director men in the business, thinks
but he insisted on wearing 13
so much concerned about a legal and constitutional rights
FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
.._
lion. Walcott lost his crown Howard Gentry, head football this writer is unfair in 'critirest.
the
do
will
he
and
duirng his college athletic days
and handful of Negroes thus bene1940 5. L•ud•relol• Sr
n 1952 to Rocky Marciano, coach Lawrence Simmons, head cising President Kennedy
Robthat
believe
still
We
Preservers
and became a star.
Wile
•
the
about
are
we
as
fitted
rights.
civil
on
stand
his
who retired from the ring un- cage coach Harold Hunter, and
the
idea
has
right
Kennedy
ert
status of Mr. Average Negro
defeated. In that bloody battle, tackle coach "Tubby" Strange. Mr. Spivack recently used
and the courage of his convicWashington-datelined American.
many fight fans ttiought Wal- Some of the guests represent- h i s
tions, the determination to
civil
the
on
status,
That
ed
the
in
piece
schools
that
were
a
proscolumn to answer
cott had the fight won when
bring the force of law to bear
We
quo.
remains
level,
rights
e
pective
of
h
t
sources
why
talent.
asked
which we
abruptly the lights went out
on the civil rights dilemma.
GOD SENT
about
concerned
as
not
are
angry
as
get
couldn't
in the 13th round after the Charles Lomax and Bill President
We hate to admit it, but we
All Prayers and Healings Free
Brockton blockbuster unleash- Fowlkes, (Washington) W. 0. over the civil rights mess in top-level appointments for the are not convinced that the
HEALER AND ADVISOR
ed a thunderous right smash to Little and Charles Jones, this country as he did .about Thurgood Marshalls and the Attorney-General's b r o I her
Robert Weavers, no matter
the head of the champ.
(Douglass) and Halliburton of the steel situation.
Are You Suffering—Sick—Need Advice?
same courage, althe
has
The following is the ex- Carver — took part in the off "Is this a fair assessment of how highly we regard them though he may have the same
Don't consider her just another reader. You've seen
personally, as we are about convictions.
champ's account of his mys- season chit chat
the administration's record?"
her on television, read about her in the papers, now, see .
day-to-day discontinuing
the
citing
terious reversal of form and
atter
asked
Mr. Spivack
We wish Mr. Spivack would
Soiled eggs---both soh end herd
her in person, look for the name of R FV.sisTER GABLE
criminations in jobs, housing put himself — not in the place --will taste better if they ors who.
the subsequent Kayo that dethis writer's opinion that the
confront the
the sign with the big white cross. Located at her home.
on
which
politics
and
boiled.
of
inatetad
throned him. Walcott claimed
sentra•ted
catering
Guard
illy
of the brand new Coast
President should stop
masses.
Negro
the "Rock" butted him in an
the
in
place
See REV. SISTER GABLE. She has the God -Gives
Congressional
not
Academy men,
to the Southern
Speaking of Thurgood Marearlier round and by the fatal
Power to heal by Prayer. Guarantees to heal the sick and
and begin backing up
bloc
13th, it was giving him trouble
the ailing, but there is no pity for those who know they
what we believe are the sin- shall, we believe Mr. Kennedy
— this necessitated stepping up
cere efforts of his brother, has as much provocation to
are in hard luck and don't come to see REV. SISTER
Manuel Rivero, 54, director Attorney-General R o be r t get his dander up against the
his attack. "I intended to jab
GABLE. Donations accepted.
twice and jabbed once, blood of physical education at Lin- Kennedy.
bigots in the Senate who are
These are but a few that have been healed and helped.
confirmMarshall
Aickled down my eyes when coln university and former Cothe
stalling
Spivak, in reply, offers
strike out
by REV. SISTER GABLE. There are thousands of others
..tot ready to throw right . . lumbia university football star, anMr.
to
had
he
as
ation
the
analysis of "progress
that was when Rocky- caught
that have been helped by REV.SISTER GABLE.So come
the steel moguls.
Manhattan Bowling Balls
will head the staff of a new Negro has made in the Ken- against
of "enerme," disdainfully uttered Joe.
talks
Spivak
today, tomorrow may be too late. Remember if there is
Mr.
&
Crown
He
Nina,
&
Swingster
Shirts
Blouses
administration."
Peace Corps field training cen- nedy
FEW WITH DIRTY HANDS
has been givwhich
help
getic
God's help on earth it can be found through REV.SISTER
Of
Complete
Lln•
Bowling
&
Supplies
Equipment
of
work
fine
ter in Puerto Rico.
talks about the
diplomats who
The 48-year-old part-time
Trophi•s For All Occasions
GABLE. She heals by the hand of God. Remember there
Wofford, Jr., formerly en to African
and
wrestling referee was quick to "We are most fortunate in Harris
difficulties
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints
President's Civil Rights have suffered
defend boxing against the ad- obtaining the services of Man- the
Help is a
Jerusalem given free with each visit. •
cites a Southern embarrassment."
verse publicity the game has ny Rivero," said Peace Corps Assistant. He
distinguished
for
Council report which poor gift
come from
received from the infiltration Director Sargent Shriver. "For licgional
who
statemen
taken by van of gangsters and racketeers. more than 20 years he trained speaks of action
nations to weigh
agencies to black foreign
Walcott said the bad element and inspired the men of Lin- our government
the values of democracy and
''Yo u r Bowl , ng Equ,pere,
bias.
racial
out
strike
is represented only by a few. coln university."
communism.
2975 Lamar
FA 7,5172
"Putting more teeth in the
In his new position, Rivero He points out that the PresiWe should be moving in the
laws by delegating more power will direct an important and dent has made a number of
direction of making it against
to each state commissioner, crucial part of the training of outstanding appointments of
qualified
and
which would require an inves- hundreds of American men and distinguished
tigation of boxing managers women to serve overseas with Negroes on a number of levels of government.
who would have to be above the Peace Corps,
BLAKE
reproach, should go a long way
We have high regard for Mr.
Camp Radley, the training
BR 4-5220
and
323 No. CLEVELAND
toward cleaning house," la- center which Rivero will direct, Spivack and we respect
Iii
I was art
was flat on nty
worse Semi. si 3seirsteele•resk
mented Walcott. He also wel- is named for Lawrence Radley, understand his point of view
I lisn• had herd luck
In marelog• and saw
bock suffering from
end been under •vil
Wher• •verry eveternor b•etern•• a Woad
comes federal intervention in one of two Peace Corps Volun- We also commend his honesty
aerated f•r y••
on Incurobl•disealtit.
influonc• for cony
boxing. The former ruler of teers killed in a plane crash in admitting that Mr. KenOne vf•It with Rev.
There wo• no hop•
years. I could not
Sister Gable sad w•
boxing's top title thinks that last April in Colombia, South nedy has failed to live up to
until I heard of and
hold a job, but one
or• beck i•g•th.ir
Gable
Rev.Sist•r
sow
Si.r.r
to
also
Rev.
government subsidies should America.
campaign
specific.
most
"his
',wry happy.
and
l•r.
the Indian h•o
Gobl• and I hav• •
go toward hiring ex-fighters
A native of Cuba, Rivero commitment in the realm of
Thank God for her, I
steady job and feelwho have been a credit to the speaks English and Spanish civil rights" ( the quote is Mr.
am well.
ing fin,.
game to work in gymnasiums with equal ease. He holds an Spivak's) by failing to sign a
T'Birds, Big Selection
You will get a free lucky cross that lias been h:ecseel
ress the country. "This would M. A. degree from Colombia federal anti-bias housing bill.
Most Have Full Power And Air, From
$3895
by the Saints of Jerusalem at DO extra charge. She will
. good for the game." Walcott Teachers college.
1960 S•don, 62 S.,,•1, loaded
On the other hand, while it
1960
you a lucky number.
1959
give
1958
$3295
1959 Fleetwood, everything
WRESTLER SUPERIOR
So drive a little ways for the help that you need, and
S1695
sharp
Ville,
Ds
Sedan
1957
Beware of the wrestler for
see bow it pays if there is God's help on this earth to
$1195
NEED
1956 Sedan D• VIII*, all occ•ssori•• .
be found, you can get it through REV. SISTER GABLE.
$2295
1961 Ford Conv't., bright r•d
$195
1955 Sedan D. VIII*, nic•
Many have turned to her, so you must too. Remember, by
S2195
1961 Ford Golaxi• MT., lii,, n•w
$495
the hand of God, all things are possible.
1933 Sedan D• VIII., s•lid and good
$1695

Jackie
Robinson

•

*r

REV. SISTER GABLE

Physical Director
Joins Peace Corps

•

ATTENTION, BOWLERS!

a

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY

•••

••••

NICER USED CARS

FAIRCHILD

DARE YOU TO COMPARE OUR CARS AND PRICES!

Cadillacs Special Closeout

#11

p

$1995

Buy Your 1962
CARS OR
USED CARS

AUTO LIABILITY
INSURANCE?

1961 Ford FA.: ruder, IOW mileag•
1957 Ford Country Sedan, am cond.

1959 Old.. tudor HI., double sharp
1959 Chen.

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL—DOBBS
NEW FORD
World's Largest Ford Dealer.
THIRD & GATOS()
JA 6-8871

Can Insure
You!

$2595

$2295

4-deer, V•13

1958 Ch•v. Brookwood, 4-door, "6" ...
1957 Ch•v. Bsl.Alr MT., V•8

SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT
SMALL MONTHLY
PAYme /4TS

CALL US OR COME TO OUR OFFICE TODAY

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY

1956 Ch.. Brel-Air MT.,

3845
$1395
$1 095
$1195
$895

888 POPLAR AVE.— Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652

$395.

1957 Pontiac, 4-door H.T., Super Chiref
1957 Ply, B•Iverirtrc 4-door MT., nice ..

$795
$795
$495
$595
S895
$395

1936 Ply., 4-door "6", •traight driv•
1955 Ford F.L. Club Sedan, V-8
1955 Lincoln, Full Pow•r, air cond

Several More To Choose From(
COME SEE:
JOHN BAKER
ED BEALL
NED CAMPBELL
ROY FARMER
BLAKE FAIRCHILD

1952 Coup• D• Ville, sporty

$1995

1953 Chian rudor, a mai good car

"We Guarantee You
Best Confidential Financiar

FAIRCHILD
323 No. CLEVELAND

Hours 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
Read for both White&Colored,No Appointment Necessary.,
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.
miles free
Rev. Sister Gable Is located permanently
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee en
HWY. 72, EAST OF TOWN ON HOLLY SPRINGS ROAN

BLAKE

141°
.6
11
The Very

You'll Bless The Day You Visited REY.SISTER GABLE
So Como And Be Blessed At Her Temple
Donations Only

BR 4-5220

Look for cross in front of her House Trailer Horne
Transportation from Memphis to Rev. Vs. Gable
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to Collierville.

SEASON STARTS

DOGli,',9711G JUNE 22 BRIJ OM 16th

West Memphis,
Arkansas

NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAY

RAIN OR CLEAR
POST TIME — 7:45 P.M.

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
ADMISSION 2.5

tif

SUMMER HOME OF

GREYHOUND CHAMPIONS

Southland GreyhoTA Park
AMERICA'S

NEWEST A FINEST TRACK

MATINEE
RACES
EVERY
SATURDAY
POST TIME
1:30 P.M.
Admission - 250 :z
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over "canyons" together in life
a pleasure and should give her
strength and fortitude to hold
her marriage. If he does three
terrible things, and one exceptionally good thing, she should
GREENSHORIZ:j, N
forget the three and cherish
14-year-old County high school
the one that is acceptable.
freshman was elected presiThis may be a little difficult dent of North Carolina 4-11
to the professional woman, but Club Council at the annual 4if she wants her marriage to H Club Week observance held
at A & T college.
work, this is the only way.
Thoyd Melton, a twin son of
Remember few if any mar- Mr. and Mrs.
Thoy Melton of
riages
are
in
made
heaven.
.
.
Rich
Square, is probably the
By CARLOTTA WATSON
an says she loves him, yet love
Even
if
they
are,
the
couple youngest to hold the office
does not seem to be enough.
Dear Carlotta:
AAA must LIVE on earth.
the club's 32-year history.
What can a woman do if she What can she do?
falls in love with a man be- Dear AAA:
cause of his style, and a few
This woman must be one
WORLD FAMED
YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
other assets, then finds out who demands a groat deal from
the man cannot meet her half- life. However she must develop
a sense of style about her own
way, financially?
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
Rm.. C. W. F. Jefferson
You see, this woman is a pro- behavior and cultivate some
Here Now - In NomphI•
fessional woman, of a sort. The other purpose in life than her
For Appointment Pi•onei JA 7.4201
man has some good points, but own secret pleasure.
D•pr•ssed Worried • Broken Hearted, Lonely,
suppose this woman is looking She must not forget that she
Unhappy. Unnatural Peelings, Need Love.
for something just this side of did not marry her husband to
Money Problem•
perfection. Also this woman be used as a puppet, but rather
•GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL•
does not want the scandal of a for a partnership. Since she
MYSTIC SEER
divorce, arid hear her friends still loves him she should work
Write 431 East 44t1. • Call WA 4-0522 • Chicago 53, M.
say, "I told you so." This worn- with him and find hurdling

Youngest President
in History Of ti-H

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

A SURPRISE PARTY for
Mrs. Geneva Williams was
given recently by numbers
of B•auti clans' Excelsior
Chapter, Inc„ at the home
of the president, Mrs. Margaret Pembroke of 1324
Latham st., and Mrs. Williams received many gifts
from Excelsior chapter, Alpha Chi Pi Omega sorority,
La Bits Sole club and the

YWCA, of which she serves
as membership chairman.
Seated from left are Mesdames Jun Ella Kyles. Elisabeth Brooks, Ruby Standback, Alice Littlejohn. Frances Hill, Jessie M. Henderson andn Cornelia Butler..
Standing same order are
Mesdames Pinkie Hale, Lucy Wherry, Amanda Webster, Viola Laird. Alma Da'

Social Club Plans
A Holiday Picnic

CLASSIFIED 34mimilrilAnna
ADS
HAVE

via, Rubye Bankheact f'loronce McGinnis, Pearl Jackson, Geneva Williams, the
honoree; Priscilla Burk e,
Margaret Pembroke, the
president; Terethia Downey
and Annie Jones. The chapter will make a bus excursion
to Hot Springs, Ark., on
Aug. 18, and friends are invited to go. (McChriston
Photo)

CE
:
IYCookeA

POWER

SUMMER MEANDERINGS
trolt, with Mrs. Davis' mother.
Social life seems on the While in the Midwest they
quiet in Jackson since clubs had the pleasure of spending
have disbanded for the sum- some time with Rev. and
mer and everybody is on the Mrs. W. G. Terry in Flin t,
Mich Rev. Terry was their
go, one way or the other.
Milton L. Womack, son of former pastor at First Baptist
Mrs. Mary L. Wornac k, is church in Jackson. They inspending the summer in De- cluded many historical markA surprise birthday party
troit, with his uncle and aunt. ers on their tour.
was given for Mrs. Callie
Mr. and Mrs. William "Bill" Leaving for Denver this
Sledge
June 14 by her
Womack. While there he is week to attend the NEA meet- daughters,onMrs. Edna Casey
expected to attend summer ing were Mesdames Johnnie
and Mrs. Elma J. Pettis, at
amp for several weeks. Boy Reid and Adlene Johnson. their 478 Buntyn at. residence.
Scouts in Jackson belonging They are sisters and teach in
The menu was a cocktail
o the J. F. Lane division are Madison county.
motif.
way at camp at Natchez
Among guests were Mrs.
Los Angeles was the destiTrace Park. The division is
nation of Mr. and Mrs. Mil- Willie M. Pettis, Mrs. Jean
composed of 19 counties.
lard Pate last week. They will Jones, Mrs Eva Terrell and
Returning to the city last
be visiting with her three others.
week after an extensive vacadaughters and their families.
tion were Mr. and Mrs. ThomThey will be remembered by
as Davis, their daughte r,
Jacksonians as Gerry. Rose
Gwendolyn, and aunt, Mrs.
Visiting in Memphis were
and Weedie.
Milanda Mickens. First stop
Mrs. W. Kay Kennedy, her
YOUNGER
THE
SET
WITH
was Chicago, where the father
son. Lacy J. Kennedy, his
of Mrs. Davis was visited. The spacious lawn of Mr. daughter, Winnie Kay, of MariThen to South Bend, Ind., and Mrs. S. W. Beasley was anna, Ark. Kennedy's son,
where they were houseguests the setting for a going-away Lacy, III is attending LeMoyne
of his brother. A great part party for Miss Dwan Gilmore. college during the summer sesof the time was spent in De- She will be leaving with her sion on a science scholarship.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. J. He is a senior at Robert R.
Gilmore and the other family Moton high school in MarianWE WILL BUY OR
members for Milwaukee na.
SELL YOUR PROPERTY
where they plan to make
The Kennedy's dined at the
their home.
Big-M Restaurant.

A Surprise Party
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Private party moving to Memphis, Tenn.
would like a truck load of furniture
moved from Chicago, Ill., to Memphis,
Tenn., on your return trip to Memphis
from Chicago.

.Call JAckson 6-8397

PURNITURE
JNP Furniture Compeer
2451 Park Ace.
FA 7.36111
93.70 Weekly burs complete Miurie or
NEWLY-DECORATED APARTMENTS, f u rnItu e.
0*
Transportation
te
Klondike area. Couple with one or Stole. Ask for Paul or Jim.
two children. Near bus and school
Apply 791 N. Claybrook.
TV BARGAIN
Repoasessed Console TV'a. Take
up Notes
JNP Fuurniture 00.
PA 1-211811
Spinet

HELP WANTED
IS GOOD WORKERS
ruti or part time In Memphis. um.

$90 %eekly Earnings /
or At • 46. Bleb School Education
'den frith sales expellent.. Preens
,
time ne neat in appearanne. Car i•
erter.,ary. Able to furnish Bond.

4IIALIFIKI) MEN

7 pa.

L.R. Suite, 5 pc. B.R
Suite, 5 pc. Dinette Suite,
Re(rIg•rotor, Stove. NO
MONEY DOWN 62.90per Wk.
QUALITY FURNITURE
& APPLIANCE
WH 3-2993
1294 S. Lauderdale St.

io

P.O.

471

311 -

ETIEHHIrA118, peisnnal. business.
They come In three colors. 1 stem
51.76 (or 300,
O&M $2 00 for WO.
1 color 5 223 for 260. There are 15
styles. The envelope. are the lame
price. Free sgraptes and information
lend ge tin' headline and matting
'indger u Harrison. 10108 mar. 12,
Peso.
.

LET'S TRADE
for

Dirt

Rich and Good lo•Gordso,og

WH 8-2666

Vls:ENO 5•41.1.6
dealing Service - Witter Heaters.
Wall Heater - Repafied and installed
Residential Piping. MI Work Guaran
teed. Licensed - Ins So. Third St
Phone NH 1-0044
BARGES 1.51I2 - Fishing and Horse
beck riding, 5105 Bons Lake Rd
Ix &IOW

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
1. Must have a car

-4)We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-(etter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
_o_

HUNKY DORY
6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30

riding. MOB Horn
EX 11-101111.

3 Rooms end
water. Rear.
61(1 Leath

13;113.

Lake Rd.

CANE COLE
12 30 to 1:30 & 3 to 6

JACKSON
6-8397

ANLOK
1 400

Ill
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The
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MOVING

10641 AIRRCIIRT
rour.door. Pones Equipment; take
up notek Phone 057 6134 • Attar 4:34
P.M.

Pte up Payment nn French Provincial B. R. Suit (t white) fl cherry)
O pc Living R. Suit - 6 pc. Cherry
D. R. Suit
French Pievinelal
Stereo - Not Point Air Couditioner
See from 0 1.14. to 10 It II.

SAVE
- Huy Thousands or Dotes
at wholesale. Send 11.00 trefundaniel
for large illustrated valaing. armone'
of uedownka. PO. Dm 3187. Hollywood. California.

all g•st page

1Y 1.18181 IP PPA CW,',MARS
MIKE
money at horn,' Mailers. 2 meritton.

POSITION WANTED
Experienced College Grad. De
sires clerk typist or P.B.X.
Position WH2-3017
menmmemeimmennami
Represent "Wonderful
Cavoy Cosmetics"

THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER

ThaNew Tri-State Defender
223 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
-.You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defen!er

Call Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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SELL RETAIL
ADVERTISING PART-TIME
Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

AB2 SCHARFF BRANCH

men,

and
chai
Three

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6
2523

YMCA

Uni
The
group

LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

Ttlesri
3 --

Unity
purpo

ang

THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Dormitory Rooms: - Chum,
Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: 66 - 610
2. Modern Swimming Fool - Year Round Swimming:
7500 ft. Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater
Lighting Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section
with
1200 seaiing capacity - For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, Classes - Boning -- Community Programs
• 4. 7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings Classes - Forums Conferences - Teas - Socials

ANNUAL

ids,
Mrs.
the .
Bod
been
Mon .
oharg:

JA 11-4013

2 Rooms and Rath - Water pd. Oas
deal. .14 6-9044.

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
RATES

Work
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

CALL

Me

Waterp47
41)

willellineworemgeetweellier

2. Must be a go-getter

REIIIIEN
1VAgIIINGION
Blues For Breakfast
I to g 30 A:M:

back

APT. FOR RENT APT. 3
401 Boyd
JA 5.7421

Your spare hours can earn real
money! Send brief resume to p.o
Box 172. Memphis for tree sample
PPR Sett
and details
rtGee la & 30. Sle.es - Sine .
1 111.111911.11.11111.1111.1..
Prieed very cheats
954 No. Idiewild.
YES

Hew or Used Furniture

BARBEELAKE FISHING ALL DAY
50 •.antx. - Horse back riding 51.00
hr. 50 cent. % hr. - 5109 li•rg
Lake Rd.. EX 8•10613.
BASHES LAKE - Fishing and Horse.

l'ill/Mtall 1N

HOUSE FULLSPECIAL

FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.

NOTICE....MOVING VAN

roe 551g

Beautiful
Walnut
finished.
type Plano
984 No. Idlewild.

3 MEN

PARE* AVENUE FURNItutlE
Fairfax 7-3607
2608 PARK

Vol.

•

mutaard with name. Mellow an.
Bargain. 2 new utthol. 3 pc. lit. tin. tolepOnn• to um. 1.4 147 5, &rot
sets 665.55 each 3 pc. new teak walnut ford Drive;
111184664 A5I041618
suite with inner spring matt. Ss box
spring inc. $145.06. Solid matumonY
21-inch RCA console TV. New pie
tube gaur. 1 year 049.96. 7 pc us
m. group 614996 used. Reg. 980 56
ice. cedar robe $59.55. Retries. $49.91
& up.

Call

REALTY CO.
368 BEALE ST.
WH 8-11;41
JA 6-3291

dies, PIGA

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call JAckson 6-8397
3 Lines For I Weeks
.70

Plans for a July 4 picinic on
the spacious lawn of William
Gilland of 1060 Cummings
were made when members of
the South Side Social club met
recently at the home of Gus
Hill, Sr.
AGENTS WANTED
Presiding was the president,
James Mitchner. Refreshments
10 WOMEN
0 MEN
were served.
Garfield Wells of 766 Ida
apply
pl., will be host for the next
meeting. Theodore Walton is
Fui.I.ER PRODUCTS
tb secretary.
429 South Main

Visiting Here

PULLING

•

•

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Afissis.
sippi Stale Line, MAI/AM BELL
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in
her
new home.

Negr.
of ci
great
span
poi

OA

Are you Dissa t lolled with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged,/
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to
you
just as she would road an (Open Kook. Tell You
why
your job or business is not a success. If you have
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once,
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi Stale Line on the way to Hernando. Her
home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay
right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the RED
BRICK
1101(SE and youII find her there at all
times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State
Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2
blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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